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Wednesday (April 17, 2002)
19:00 - 21:00

Get Your Motor Running…Head Out on the Highway (finger food and no host bar reception)
Welcomes from: Brigid Hayes, Rob Despins, Ron Torgerson

Thursday (April 18, 2002)
07:15 - 8:00

Continental Breakfast

08:00 - 08:15

Start Your Engines: Welcome and Introductions

Sue Turner

08:15 - 09:45

An Essential Skills Drive Thru: The Issues and Their Implications

Stacey Huget

09:45 - 10:05

Pit Stop (Refreshments)

10:05 - 11:30

Putting the Pedal to the Metal: Workplace Essential Skills Familiarization

11:30 - 12:30

Refueling (Buffet Lunch)

12:30 - 14:00

Navigating Workplace Documents: How to Read and Use Documents

14:00 - 14:20

Pit Stop (Refreshments)

14:20 - 16:00

A Roadmap to Numeracy: Teaching Numeracy Skills in the Workplace

Sue Grecki

16:00 - 16:05

Traffic Report

Sue Turner

Friday

Pat Salt

Sandi Howell

(April 19, 2002)

07:45 - 08:30

Continental Breakfast

08:30 – 10:00

Vehicle Inspection and Maintenance: Assessment Using Plain Language

10:00 - 10:10

Go Cups (Refreshments)

10:10 – 11:00

WES TV: Word on the Street

Brigid Hayes

11:00 - 12:30

Driving It Home: Round Table Discussions and Report Backs

Stacey Huget

12:30 - 12:35

Road Report

Sue Turner

12:35

Food for the Road

Reception, Breakfasts, Symposium - Stephen Room
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START YOUR ENGINES…

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sue Turner, on behalf of the Western Canada Workplace Essential Skills
Training Network (WWestnet), welcomed delegates to taking it to the
street: Incorporating Essential Skills Into Your Training Agenda.
She explained that the symposium was aimed at “on the ground” trainers in
industry and labour, and would address the concept of workplace essential
skills (what these skills include and how these skills can be incorporated into
technical training programs). Specifically:
what are workplace essential skills and why is it important they be included in industry
and labour training schedules?
indicators of essential skills needs within trainee groups
how to teach workers to navigate workplace documents
delivery issues around workplace essential skills
how to integrate essential skills into technical curricula
assessment using plain language
how to make the case for including workplace essential skills in training
programs
“proven” products and tools available

Sue then reminded delegates of the symposium objectives:
• to introduce front line trainers to the concept of workplace essential skills
• to give delegates an opportunity to engage in some hands-on WES exercises
• to explore some of the issues trainers may face when introducing WES into
their training programs and to discuss positive ways to get the message out
to stakeholder groups
• to provide trainers with information about tools, strategies and resources
that can help them incorporate WES into their training programs
Sue acknowledged the National Literacy Secretariat (Human Resources Development
Canada) for its ongoing support and thanked the NLS (HRDC) for its sponsorship of the
event. She then provided a brief introduction to WWestnet by reviewing their history,
accomplishments and general goals, and introduced WWestnet committee members:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lloyd Campbell, Syncrude Canada Ltd.
Rob Despins, Standard Aerospace Ltd.
Carolyn Dieleman, Alberta Learning
Stacey Huget, Literacy BC
Jim Lippert, Highway Constructors Ltd.
Greg Maruca, AB Union of Public Employees
Irma Mohammed, BC Federation of Labour
Jonas Sammons, University of Manitoba
Nancy Steel, Bow Valley College
Ron Torgerson, SK Federation of Labour
Sue Turner, Boeing Canada Technology
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SESSION 1: An Essential Skills Drive Thru
Presenter:

Stacey Huget (Literacy BC, WWestnet)

Overview:
Stacey Huget provided delegates with background information about essential skills and why
there is urgency for business and labour to address training in this area. She stressed that the
essential skills issue is much more complex than just being able to read and write at one
universally basic level – literacy is the ability to read, write, work with numbers, problem solve,
communicate and/or think critically at whatever level is basic to the task at hand. Thus, basic
skills in the context of the workplace are a bit of a moving target. “Literacy”, “basic”, or
“essential” skills are the foundation for all training and skills development activity – and, indeed,
for lifelong learning in and beyond the workplace.
Stacey then provided an overview of the International Adult Literacy Survey (IALS) – its origins,
participants, objectives, methodologies, definitions, standards, and resulting data. Using results
from the IALS and other significant studies, she demonstrated why essential skills should be an
important issue in today’s workplaces, especially considering Canada’s aging workforce, major
skill shortages, and constantly changing work environments. Stacey emphasized that in Canada
there are major gaps between the skills our jobs require and the skills our workers possess.
This points to a need for re-training and to ensuring workers have the basic skills necessary to
facilitate new learning.
Stacey focused some of her presentation on 10 myths we shouldn’t believe about literacy:
•
If there’s a problem with basic skills in Canada, it’s because of high levels of immigration.
•
You either read or you don’t read. You’re either literate or you’re not.
•
Essential skills are a firm foundation. Once you’ve got them, you never lose them.
•
Essential skills are a reflection of one’s education.
•
If you can hide it, a lack of basic skills will not impact on your life.
•
It doesn’t matter what you read – as long as you read.
•
Literacy is developed at home.
•
Since we’re collectively better educated than our parents, literacy must be less of a
problem than it once was.
•
It is a better investment to train the best and forget the rest.
•
I don’t have a problem. I only hire grade twelve graduates.
Stacey asked delegates (at their tables) to consider why essential skills should be an important
issue for Canadian workplaces and why essential skills development is often overlooked.
Stacey ended her session by reviewing why Canadians need to care about essential skills, why
the impact of workplace training and skills development on bottom lines is significant. She
stressed that through training, much can be done to improve the situation.
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The Quick and Dirty: What Are Essential Skills?
Skills for Life, Learning and Work:
•
Reading Text
•
Document Use
•
Writing
•
Numeracy (Math)
•
Oral Communication
•
Computer Skills
•
Thinking Skills
•
Working with Others
•
Continuous Learning
Essential Skills (also called basic skills, literacy skills, etc.) are much more complex and
contextual than just being able to read and write at some one, universally basic level – literacy
is the ability to read, write, work with numbers, problem-solve, communicate, and/or think
critically at whatever level is basic to the task at hand. Thus, when you think of “basic skills” in
the context of the workplace, you can imagine a bit of a moving target. And whatever they are
in a given situation, “literacy” or “basic” or “essential” skills are the foundation for all training
and skills development activity – and to lifelong learning in and beyond the workplace.

International Adult Literacy Survey (IALS)
The International Adult Literacy Survey (IALS) was initiated by the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD) to help its 29 member nations better understand how
they might foster a fundamental shift to a learning economy and society – a shift considered
necessary for competing successfully in a global marketplace. In undertaking IALS, the OECD
partnered with:
•
Eurostat
•
the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO)
Its Canadian partners included:
•
Human Resources Development Canada (HRDC)
•
Statistics Canada
Seven industrialized countries partnered in the first IALS study in 1995:
•
Canada (English, French)
•
Germany
•
The Netherlands
•
Poland
•
Sweden
•
Switzerland (French, German, Italian)
•
United States
A second wave of international research was conducted and released in 1997 in a document
called Literacy Skills for the Knowledge Society. It added to the body of IALS research with data
from an additional five countries:
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Australia
Belgium (Flanders)
Ireland
New Zealand
United Kingdom

By December of 1998, IALS data had been collected for some 20 countries. In addition to the
12 already surveyed, these 8 countries participated in the research:
•
Chile
•
Czech Republic
•
Denmark
•
Finland
•
Hungary
•
Norway
•
Portugal
•
Slovenia
The specific objectives of IALS were to:
•
provide comparable data on the literacy skills of adults from different countries and
cultures
•
provide skill profiles of groups of particular policy interest (such as youth and seniors,
income assistance recipients, etc.)
•
build on the knowledge accumulated to date
•
further advance the notion of literacy as a skill continuum
•
examine factors such as educational, economic, and social structures that underlie the
differences observed across nations
IALS was conducted in respondents’ homes on a voluntary basis in the (official) language of
their choice. Although there was no time limit, testing usually took about 45 minutes and
consisted of completing everyday reading tasks of varying difficulty (selected from a pool of 114
tasks), such as:
•
identifying dosage instructions on medicines
•
locating earnings from a table of interest
•
interpreting information from forms (e.g. a print requisition)
•
comparing movie reviews
•
drawing comparisons between charted data related to variations in temperature, product
consumption, incidences of accidents, etc.
•
using listed data to analyze the caloric content of foods
•
calculating travelling distances from a mileage chart
•
using bus schedule information
The survey was supported by a background questionnaire that collected data on:
•
educational attainment
•
adult education participation
•
literacy practises at home and at work
•
labour force information
•
literacy self -assessment
•
demographic characteristics
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For the purposes of IALS, literacy was broadly defined as: “The ability to understand and
employ printed information in daily activities at home, at work, and in the community – to
achieve one’s goals and to develop one’s knowledge and potential.” This definition is important
in that it views literacy as much more than just being able (or not able) to read, write or
calculate. Rather than a single skill that you either have or don’t have, literacy is more
accurately considered as a continuum of skill levels.
Three kinds of literacy were tested in IALS:
•

•

•

Prose literacy – the knowledge and skills needed to understand and use information from
texts such as editorials, fiction, and product labels.
Document literacy – the knowledge and skills required to find and use information from
documents such as maps, application forms, transit schedules, and graphs.
Quantitative literacy – the knowledge and skills required to complete arithmetic operations
such as balancing a cheque book, completing an order form, and calculating a tip.

Levels of literacy were categorized into five levels, the highest two of which were combined into
one because they were not statistically distinctive enough.
•

•

•

•

Level 1 – denotes individuals who have great difficulty with reading. They have very few
basic skills or strategies available to them to decode and work with text. Generally, they
are aware that they have problems.
Level 2 – denotes individuals whose skills are limited; they read but they do not read well.
People at this level can deal only with material that is simple and clearly laid out, material
in which the tasks involved are not too complex. Often they do not recognize their
limitations.
Level 3 – denotes individuals who read well but may have some problems with more
complex tasks. Considered by many countries to be a minimum desired skill level; many
occupations, however, may require higher skills.
Level 4/5 – denotes individuals who have high levels of literacy, with a wide range of
reading skills and many strategies for dealing with complex materials. These people can
meet most reading demands and can handle new reading challenges.

Findings of the International Adult Literacy Survey:
•

•

•

In prose literacy, 43% of Canadians score at the first two levels of IALS and another 33%
are at level 3.
In document comprehension, 46% of Canadians are at the first two levels and another
30% are at level 3.
In quantitative literacy, 46% of Canadians are at the first two levels and another 32% are
at level 3.

These are not marginalized groups of the population outside the workforce or people who
work but don’t have to read on the job (Statistics Canada, Reading the Future: A Portrait of
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Literacy in Canada, 1996). In fact, even those adults who score at the lowest levels of
literacy, report having to do a variety of kinds of reading (letters, reports, articles, manuals,
diagrams, schematics, and spreadsheets) on a weekly basis. (Statistics Canada, Reading the
Future: A Portrait of Literacy in Canada, 1996)
In the workplaces of today (Alberta Federation of Labour, 1988):
•
88% of workers need to read
•
71% of workers need to write
•
51% of workers need to use math skills
•
78% of workers need to communicate verbally

Back to the Basics: Is This Really an Issue?
Changes in the workplace today:
" Technology
" Equipment Retooling
" New Processes
" New Quality Standards
" Staff Growth and/or Downsizing
" More Reading Requirements
" Higher Skill Demands at Entry Level
" Greater Responsibility
" More Diversity
Relevant job skills are a moving target. An Ekos research study revealed that:
•
50% of the Canadian labour force believe their job skills will be obsolete in 5-10 years
•
59% believe their current education and skills limit their ability to get another job
•
88% of the labour force see upgrading knowledge and skills as key to economic security
(Ekos Research Associates, Lifelong Learning and the World of Work, 1995)

So, our ability to develop and maintain an adaptable and appropriately trained (or retrained)
workforce – is critical. Increasingly, the question employers are asking themselves is: “Do our
employees possess the skills necessary to implement change and to operate our businesses
effectively into the next century?” The answer, or so it seems in many cases, is no. Consider the
results of the BC Chamber of Commerce Moving Forward Survey in 1994 and 1998:
•
50% ranked workers’ skills as the fourth most critical issue facing business in BC. (BC
Chamber of Commerce, Moving Forward: The Vision of BC Business, 1994)
•

•

89% agreed that to become more competitive, they must improve their own management
skills and to invest significantly in the education of both senior and middle management.
(BC Chamber of Commerce, Moving Forward: The Vision of BC Business, 1994)
91% of small or medium sized businesses believe that to become more competitive,
they’ll have to up the level of worker skills training. (BC Chamber of Commerce, Moving
Forward: The Vision of BC Business, 1994)
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Consider too the results of the 1998-2000 Management Issues Survey by the Canadian
Manufacturers & Exporters Association:
•

•

19% of the more than 500 manufacturers surveyed identified the availability of skilled
labour as a factor expected to contribute to deteriorating market conditions (The
Canadian Manufacturers & Exporters Association, 1998-2000 Management Issues Survey )
40% of the manufacturers surveyed identify “lack of qualified personnel” as one of the
chief impediments to making measurable improvements in their business performance
(CME 1998-2000 Management Issues Survey )

And manufacturing is just one example. Similar expressions of concern can be found throughout
various industry and sectoral reports. “A critical shortage of skilled workers in Canada could
grow to one million by 2020 unless the country changes its approach to education and training.”
(Jane Stewart, Honourable Minister of Human Resources)
The aging workforce is expected to create a serious labour shortage 10-15 years from now.
Already, the number of workers in the 25-40 age range is shrinking. According to Stewart: “We
know there are skills shortages in the trades. And we know there is a significant shortfall of
people to staff skilled positions in small and medium-sized businesses.” The Canadian
Federation of Independent Business estimates that there are 300,000 unfilled skilled jobs in
businesses of that size range. Ken Georgetti from the Canadian Labour Congress said the
country doesn’t currently have enough tradespeople in many areas and that the average age of
fully qualified tradespeople is now 50.
Employment Shifts and Skills Gaps
Industries that are experiencing employment growth – such as trade, personal services and
financial services – are high literacy areas. The industries that have experienced growth are the
ones whose employees have relatively high levels of skill; those that are declining – agriculture
and manufacturing – are characterized by lower skills. It is widely reported that the occupations
of the future will be those requiring higher essential skills. Changes in the distribution of
occupations reflect the transformation that is occurring as Canada moves from an industrial to
an information economy. One of the best prescriptions to exploit the new economic
environment is to strengthen the capacity of firms and labour markets to adjust to change,
improve their productivity and capitalize on innovation. But this capacity depends first and
foremost on the skills of the population. Literacy will be a powerful determinant of Canada’s
innovative and adaptive capacity, and hence of our future economic prosperity.
What’s important for us to recognize and address is that there are also gaps between the skills
our jobs require and the skills our workforce possesses. In his analysis of these basic skills gaps
University of Alberta sociologist Harvey Krahn suggests that:
•

•

the “fit” between skill levels and job requirements is 33% in Canada. What he found was
that 22% of workers have skill levels that are too low given the requirements of their jobs
(17% and 5%) and 45% of workers have skill levels beyond what their jobs require.
given the changing demands of the workplace, our literacy skills gap is likely to increase
over time without strategic intervention.
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Existing workers whom we seek to retrain for other jobs may lack the requisite basic skills;
unless we upgrade those skills, retraining may not be effective. Of course, “basic” is a bit of a
moving target – determined by context. For example: Having the basic math skills to do an area
calculation may be basic to a carpenter, but beyond many of us. Sure, we learned those skills
once and may have the high school and post-secondary education to “prove” it. But until we
upgrade our basic skills as part of that retraining, some of us are not going to be carpenters
anytime soon.

What are all the Myths We Shouldn’t Believe About Essential Skills?
The IALS is revolutionary because it demonstrates, again through the power of international
comparisons, that literacy is ‘policy amenable.’ IALS offers a unique opportunity to compare and
contrast the concrete effects of specific types of policy in other nations as well as our own. By
comparing and contrasting literacy policies in these countries, we get a better understanding of
how public policy affects the acquisition of literacy skills. IALS is also revolutionary in its scope.
This is not a study for statisticians or researchers. Rather, it speaks to every Canadian, not only
those who care about this issue, but particularly to those who have ignored literacy in the past.
IALS says to macro-economists, to senior policy makers, to politicians, to bureaucrats, to
business people, and to the media that literacy matters more to individuals and to countries
than anyone ever thought possible, certainly more than people have been willing to recognize
until now. IALS is revolutionary because it debunks myths, and challenges conventional views
about the importance of adult literacy. You have heard this folklore, but it is revealing to go
over a few myths as a way to highlight some key IALS messages.
Myth #1: If there’s a problem with basic skills in Canada, it’s because of our high
level of immigration.
The IALS reports show that significant numbers of immigrants, in most IALS countries, are at
the lowest two levels of literacy skill. However, Canada is unique in that more than 25% of our
immigrant population tested at the highest literacy levels. This is due to our bimodal
immigration policy. Attracting professionals and investors has meant that we have attracted
highly literate immigrants. No other country in the survey has as many immigrants at the
highest level of the IALS scale. The proportion of our immigrant population at the highest IALS
level is greater than the proportion of the Canadian-born population at that same level.
Immigrants raise the Canadian mean; they do not lower it.
Myth #2: You either read or you don’t read. You’re either literate or you’re not.
When IALS refers to the ‘lowest literacy level,’ or level 1, it does not mean the absence of the
ability to read. The study concludes that the overwhelming majority of Canadians can read. But
it poses the question: “Can they read well enough to deal with the range of difficulty found in
tasks they encounter in their daily lives?” More than simply the ability to read, IALS defined
literacy in relation to a person’s skills in doing everyday things—the ability to deal with daily life,
particularly in the workplace. But that is why it is very important to distinguish among IALS
levels, and not to add them up. Each level tells us something quite different or discrete about
the skills of persons at those levels. Literacy can no longer be viewed as a “you have it or you
don’t” phenomenon but, rather, as a continuum of contextually -relevant skills.
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Myth #3: Essential skills are a firm foundation. Once you’ve got them, you never
lose them.
IALS data indicates a clear relationship between proficiency and the use of literacy skills in daily
life and at work; in other words, regular practice sustains and enhances performance in literacy.
Whether it’s reading or brain surgery, all skills, are a "use it or lose it” phenomena. Learning is a
lifelong thing. And much of our lives are spent at work. Learning at work is an inevitable
requirement for an adaptable, appropriately skilled workforce. For example, some subpopulations of Canadians who were included in the study— seniors or people on social
assistance—were people who had experienced some longer-term detachment from the
workplace. The longer away from work, the more likely they would show signs of deterioration
in literacy skill.
Myth #4: Essential skills are a reflection of one’s education.
Not surprisingly, there is a strong correlation between literacy skills and educational attainment
in Canada. Generally speaking, the more formal education we have, the higher our literacy
skills. However, while literacy is closely related to education, it is not synonymous with it. The
IALS reports that correlations between literacy and educational attainment account for just one
third of the variations in literacy – suggesting considerable variations relate to other factors.
Indeed, many people do not demonstrate the literacy skills one might expect given their
educational background: 20% of the Canadians in the IALS sample have lower literacy skills
than the model of educational attainment would predict, and about 16% have higher skills.
Again, it’s a “use it or lose it” phenomenon.
Myth #5: If you can hide it, a lack of basic skills will not have an impact on your life.
This is simply not true. According to the IALS, there is a significant income penalty associated
with low literacy skills. In Canada, lower levels of literacy correspond with lower levels of
income and earnings. Adults at level 1 are more likely than those at level 4/5 to make under
$27,000 per year and none of them make $40,000 or more. This income relationship with
literacy is not unique to Canada; everywhere but in Switzerland, literacy levels have a direct
effect on wage income. Lower levels of literacy also correspond with high levels of
unemployment and with fewer weeks worked per year.
•
at 26%, the unemployment rate is far higher for those at level 1 than it is for those at
level 4/5 (4%)
•
people with Level 1 literacy work about a month less per year than those at level 4/5
As well, lower levels of literacy correspond with greater reliance on EI and social assistance. A
comparison between Canadians at Level 3 and those at Levels 1/2 reveal significant differences.
Of those at Level 3, 37% rely on unemployment income and 27% are on social assistance. For
those at Levels 1/2, the figures rise to 49% and 64%, respectively. The final paragraph of the
IALS: “literacy is important: it rewards those who are proficient and penalizes those who are
not. For the individual, literacy affects employment success, income and life chances; literacy is
both enriching and empowering.”
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Myth #6: It doesn’t matter what you read – so long as you read.
People with the highest literacy skills invariably had the greatest variety of reading materials in
their homes. They use this variety of materials consistently. Of all literacy activities practiced on
a daily or weekly basis, newspaper reading was the most common activity in countries studied.
The IALS research data show some correlation between the literacy skills of readers and the
parts of the newspapers they read. Editorial pages and insight sections appealed to the higher
skilled readers who, not surprisingly, tended to devour the whole of the paper. Lower skilled
readers tended towards a mix of sports, the comics, ads, and some of the entertainment and
lifestyle material, depending on their needs and tastes.
Myth #7: Literacy is developed at home.
This is not a myth when it applies to children. A child’s ability to develop literacy skills at an
early age depends on the home learning environment. For adults, however, the workplace,
more than the home, affords more frequent opportunities to practice literacy skills. This gives
employers a larger role to play in the development and maintenance of the literacy skills of
Canadians than previously assumed.
Myth #8: Since we’re collectively better educated than our parents, literacy must be
less of a problem than it once was.
While our young people are better educated, stay in school longer and are in the higher literacy
categories than ever before statistics still show a surprising lack of change in the overall
Canadian literacy rate since 1989. Low literacy levels are very common with people over 44
years of age. Although young, more literate entrants to the labour force are replacing older,
less-literate workers, the literacy rate of the adult population remains stubbornly flat. The report
has no answer as to why this is. The authors conclude that social and economic forces outside
of formal education must be having profound effects on the literacy skills of the older cohorts.
Obviously, this will be the subject for considerable further research. The IALS does allow us to
speculate about some of the causal factors for this phenomenon. The IALS shows that the
workplace is the key to maintaining literacy skills and improving literacy competence. The IALS
puts it simply. When all else is taken into consideration, “jobs cause literacy as much as they
require it.” The IALS also suggests that North American shop floors are less literacy-rich than
those of some of our European competitors. Could the lack of literacy practice on the job be the
key factor in the decline of skills of the older cohorts in the Canadian workforce?
Myth #9: It is a better investment to train the best and forget the rest.
While 38% of Canadians engaged in training in 1994-95; only a small number of these had low
levels of literacy. In other words, the individuals who most need training participate in it the
least. (Statistics Canada, Literacy Skills for the Knowledge Society, 1997) The provision of
training opportunities to those already skilled is common among the nations studied in IALS. We
ignore the literacy training needs of our whole la bour force at our peril. Moreover, we can’t
afford to neglect the deteriorating literacy skills of the short and longer term unemployed –
particularly in light of skills shortages.
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Myth #10: I don’t have a problem. I only hire grade 12 graduates.
In fact, in some parts of Canada, the attainment of Grade 12 is considered more than simply a
proxy for literacy. It is, if you like, a ‘literacy qualification.’ The reality is that survey after survey
of businesses throughout Canada indicates that employers are surprised and disappointed at
the skill levels and the “employability” of high school graduates. Moreover, educators report
that high school leavers are entering college with grade 9 level skills. What are the skill levels of
those who don’t go to college?

Why Should We Care About Essential Skills?
What the research says about workplaces that support essential skills development:
•
increased worker transferability and promotability
•
increased ability to use technology
•
greater ability of workers to work more independently
•
improved health and safety
•
improved employee morale and retention
•
improved teamwork, problem-solving, and communication
•
greater sensitivity around diversity
•
increased productivity and reduced error rates
•
better quality of work and greater work effort
•
reduced absenteeism and improved labour relations
•
increased customer retention, competitiveness, and profitability
The impact of workplace training and skills development on our business bottom line is
significant. Consider the findings of two recent studies into the impact of “basic skills” training –
the kind of training many employers would say likely to give the least return. In 1998, two
separate studies – by the Conference Board and by ABC CANADA – identified similar employerassessed impacts of “basic skills” training in the workplace. As far back as 1990 (The Impact of
Illiteracy on Canadian Business, 1990), business has been recognizing basic skills as an issue in
which they do have a stake:
•
70% of employers feel they have a significant literacy problem in some part of their
organization and that these problems with basic skills have:
slowed down the introduction of new technology (26%)
impeded training and the acquisition of new skills (34%)
adversely affected product quality (27%)
caused errors in production inputs and processes (40%)
and/or otherwise contributed to productivity losses (32%).
•

•

•

Canadian Manufacturing & Exporters Association surveys, for example, further attest to
the value of skills. 58% of manufacturers identified a skilled workforce is a primary
consideration influencing competitiveness.
Literacy is extremely important to Canadian workplaces because it directly impacts human
resource capability, and human resource capability is a key factor in Canada’s ability to
compete in a global market.
Because Canadian workplaces are changing rapidly (jobs are growing in complexity),
workers must continuously acquire new skills and qualifications to succeed.
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More highly skilled literate workers are needed if Canada is to increase its productivity.
Canadian employees with higher literacy skills earn more income, are less likely to be
unemployed, have greater opportunities for job mobility, and are more like to pursue
further training.

What Common Sense Says
Common sense says that strong essential skills in the workplace produce:
•
better training results
•
a learning culture at work
•
a greater ability to manage change
•
increased self -respect and confidence
The Bottom Line: a skilled workforce is key to our future

So, What Can We Do About Essential Skills?
•
•
•
•

integrate essential skills into our training
borrow from existing models
access the tools that are available
apply what you learn at this conference

According to Statistics Canada, numeracy and literacy training are very low on employers’
priority lists. Their 1998 Pilot Workplace Employee survey
found that 38% of establishments train, but numeracy and
literacy training are notably absent at .5%.
However, given the findings of the IALS research – that 22%
of adult Canadians have serious difficulty dealing with printed
materials and another 24-26% read, but not well – the near
absence of workplace-based basic skills training is a matter for
concern. All the more so given that it is these basic skills that
provide the foundation on which all other training is laid (or
not).
•

Stacey Huget addressing
essential skills issues and
the implications for trainers.

Employers with literacy programs must be proactive in
promoting the advantages of literacy training.
•

Employees must spread the word to co-workers
that literacy training can greatly improve
personal and professional opportunities.
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SESSION 2: Putting the Pedal to the Metal
Presenter:

Pat Salt (Consultant)

Overview:
Pat Salt was tasked with explaining to delegates what workplace essential skills are (in a very
specific sense) and why it is necessary to address these skills in training. Part of Pat’s job was
to demonstrate the ‘teachability’ of the wide variety of essential skills used in today’s jobs.
Pat began her session by explaining the various definitions of the workplace essential skills and
the kinds of specific skills that are included as part of this umbrella. She focused closely on the
definitions used by Human Resources Development Canada (HRDC) and the Essential Skills
Research Project (www15.hrdc -drhc.gc.ca). Pat provided delegates with a hand-out that
summarizes the essential skills categories targeted by HRDC and provides concrete examples
and definitions from a variety of sources. She then spent some time reviewing Reading,
Document Use, Writing, Numeracy, Computer Use, Planning and Organizing, and Problem
Solving in some detail. Pat explained how the hand-out could be used as a guide in terms of
what kinds of essential skills might be addressed in training sessions (both general skills and
their specific applications).
Pat illustrated the importance of teaching essential skills by having delegates complete basic
questions relating to a workplace flow chart. She then presented a quick lesson on flow chart
conventions and assigned another flow chart exercise. Delegates fared much better and
seemed far more confident. This was followed by some suggestions as to how flowcharts might
be used as part of training activities on the shop floor. It was stressed that flow charts are an
excellent way of depicting an entire process, allowing workers to gain a better understanding of
their role in the “bigger picture” – very important to production and safety aspects of any job.
Delegates were given an opportunity to study two occupations profiled by HRDC (Shipper and
Receiver, Welder) in order to see how important essential skills are on a daily basis. A brief
comparison between what is taught at school and what is demanded in the workplace re:
essential skills, was also explored. This made the point that students are not being taught many
of the essential skills demanded by today’s workplaces (reading to do, document use, etc.).
Pat then presented delegates with two more examples of essential skills training approaches.
One was a visual method for addressing hazardous product labelling and the other was a list of
suggestions for how to approach regulation-type documents in training sessions. Pat ended with
a reminder that workplace essential skills must be used regularly on the job or they will be lost.
This was substantiated by two basic workplace math examples she asked delegates to
complete. She then concluded by stressing that workplace essential skills must be used to
enhance problem-solving and critical thinking if we are to maximize individual potentia l.
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Definitions of Workplace Essential Skills
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the kinds of skills people use to carry out a wide variety of everyday occupational tasks
the foundation upon which more occupation-specific skills are built (the Velcro to which
other training sticks)
enabling skills that help people perform tasks required by their jobs
skills which allow workers to learn new skills
skills which enhance a worker’s ability to adapt to workplace change
skills necessary to use printed and written information to perform competently in a
workplace and to develop one’s knowledge and potential
basic skills that help workers to fulfill their individual and collective potential at work, at
home, in the union, and in the community
generic skills required by most workplaces in the country
the skills that help you to keep a job
the “academic” skills that individuals require on a daily basis
often called basic, foundation, enabling, essential skills

Some Specific Examples of Workplace Essential Skills
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊

reading and responding to an email
writing in a logbook
reading instructions in a manual
interpreting a blueprint
making a call to a supplier
reading a collective agreement
estimating the amount of time a task will take
scheduling daily activities
taking notes at a meeting
interpreting WHMIS symbols
completing an expense claim
calculating GST on an invoice
providing a cost estimate and budget

Human Resources Development Canada (HRDC) Skills Classifications
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

reading text
using documents
writing
numeracy
oral communication
thinking skills
◊
problem solving and decision making
◊
job task planning and organizing
◊
significant use of memory
◊
finding information
working with others
computer use
continuous learning
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WORKPLACE ESSENTIAL SKILLS (AN OVERVIEW)
Reading Text
Reading text refers to reading material that is in the form of sentences or paragraphs. Text
can be read on paper or on a screen. In the workplace, you:
◊ scan (read to locate specific information - may involve glancing over the text and using
standard features such as an index, table of contents and glossary)
◊ skim (read rapidly to get the gist or general idea – may involve glancing through the
text for its main features including headings, subheadings, highlighted words, tables,
diagrams, etc.)
◊ read the whole text to understand and to learn (carefully read the text in its entirety to
learn the details of the subject matter in order to respond to a wide variety of needs)
◊ read critically to evaluate, edit or critique (read the whole text with a critical eye in order
to exercise judgement)
In the
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

workplace, you read text such as:
notes
• technical manuals
memos
• training manuals
letters
• specifications and codes
regulations
• journals
detailed work orders
• reference books

•
•
•
•
•

directions
emails
reference books
reports
pamphlets/brochures

forms – reading a form can be considered reading text if there is more than one
paragraph of text to read (e.g.) a purchase order with a product description, a detailed
work order, an evaluation form that requires examples, a health and safety report where
an explanation is required, etc.
labels – reading a label can be considered reading text if there is more than one
paragraph of text to read (e.g.) directions on hair dye, hazardous goods labels, etc.

Document Use
Document use refers to tasks that involve different kinds of information designs or displays.
The displays can use words, numbers, letters, symbols, graphics and other visual characteristics
(line, colour, shape, etc.). Documents are intended to provide information “at a glance”. In the
workplace you use documents such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

charts
lists
graphs
technical drawings
schedules
tables
x-rays
geometric shapes

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

icons
sketches
labels
forms
colour codes
diagrams
pictures
clocks
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•
•
•
•

logbooks
maps
flags
signs
equipment catalogues
codes
schematics
gauges/LCD displays
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Document use involves reading, interpreting, and writing (these usually occur simultaneously
such as when you complete a form). Document use can also involve the actual creation or
production of documents. Document use includes print and non-print media (a computer
screen, a television screen, an LCD display, a measurement gauge, a clock, etc.).
Document Types
Forms – these are structured documents that may contain lists or combinations of lists. Workers
complete forms by adding information and/or read completed forms as information sources.
Tables and Schedules – a compact arrangement of words, numbers or signs – or combinations
of them – in rows and columns to display a set of facts or relationships. Tables and schedules
are the result of combining two or more simple lists. The grid lines may or may not be shown
on a table. Workers read, create and enter information into these documents. Table and
schedule types: combined lists, intersecting lists, nested lists.
Graphs and Charts – these are visual representations of the information found in numerical
tables. As a result, graphs and charts use the same kinds of document structures as combined
lists, intersecting lists and nested lists.
•

Graphs show how a value or quantity changes over time. Graphs consist of a line
connecting points plotted on an x and y axis. Individual pieces of information are less
important in graphs than the general trend being depicted by the numbers. Workers
may plot information on a graph, obtain specific information from a graph, or interpret
information presented in the form of a graph. (Research shows that 40% of Canadians
have a less than an 80% chance of correctly answering a question based on a simple
line graph.) Graph types: control chart, line graph, run chart, scatter diagram.

•

Charts are visual representations showing the distribution of data across a set of
categories for the purpose of comparing values. Bar-type charts emphasize the
difference in value between the various pieces or sets of data by using parallel bars. Pie
or circle charts accent the relationship between the parts of a thing and the whole.
Workers obtain specific information from a chart, interpret information presented in the
form of a chart, or construct a chart to convey information. Chart types: pie chart, bar
chart, pictogram, pareto chart, histogram, timelines (Gantt, Critical Path Method, Activity
Network Diagram).

Maps – these may depict the spatial arrangement of elements such as rivers or roads over a
given geographic area (e.g.) road maps, country maps. They may also portray the distribution
of a characteristic of some unobserved phenomenon in relation to a geographic area (e.g.)
weather maps, population density maps. Map types: reference maps, thematic maps
Mimetic Documents – these are visual representations that convey information about the
appearance, dimensions, spatial arrangement and functioning of things more effectively than
can be done using words and sentences. Mimetic documents mimic the appearance of the thing
they represent. Workers read, draw, or interpret these documents. Mimetic document types:
diagrams, blueprints, schematics, photographs, line drawings (isometric and oblique
projections, perspective drawings, exploded drawings, orthographic views – plan, elevation,
sectional views), x-rays, icons, symbols, flow charts, etc.

17
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Some specific examples of document use in the workplace:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

read signs, labels, lists
complete forms by marking check boxes, recording numbers, entering words, etc.
read completed forms containing check boxes, numbers, words, addresses, etc.
read tables, schedules, log books, or other table -like documents
enter information into tables, schedules, log books or other table -like documents
create tables, schedules, log books or other table -like documents
plot information on graphs
obtain specific information from graphs or charts
interpret information from graphs or charts
construct graphs or charts
draw, sketch or form common shapes such as circles, triangles, squares, spheres, etc.
interpret technical drawings or maps
make measurements from technical drawings
draw to scale
read assembly drawings (e.g.) those found in service manuals
create assembly drawings
read schematic drawings
create schematic drawings
make sketches
obtain information from sketches, pictures, icons
interpret x-rays
read words, numbers, letters or symbols on a display screen or measurement gauge

Writing
Writing refers to writing text (e.g., writing a funding proposal) and writing in documents (e.g.,
completing a form). The words, sentences and paragraphs can be recorded on paper or typed
on a computer. In the workplace, a worker writes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

to organize information
to remember
to remind
to keep a record
to document
to inform
to give directions
to request information
to persuade or express opinions
to justify a request
to present an analysis or comparison
to present an evaluation or critique
to entertain (e.g.) marketing materials
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In the workplace, you write:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

notes
memos
letters
near miss reports
work orders
directions
emails
business plans
accident reports
shift reports
log book entries
grievances

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

technical reports
training materials
specifications
journal articles
marketing materials
information sheets
pamphlets
meeting minutes
performance reviews
production reports
case notes
proposals

Some considerations:
◊ purpose and content of the writing
◊ audience for the writing (including plain language principles)
◊ limitations (personal abilities, environmental, time constraints, system constraints, etc.)
◊ the style and structure of the writing (including tone)
◊ the correctness of the writing (spelling, grammar, punctuation, etc.)
Numeracy
Numeracy involves:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the worker’s use of numbers
a critical awareness which builds bridges between mathematics and the real-world with all
its diversity
abilities that include interpreting, applying, and communicating mathematical information in
commonly encountered situations to enable full, critical and effective participation in a wide
range of life roles
the worker’s being required to think in quantitative terms
the knowledge and skills required to effectively manage the mathematical demands of
diverse situations
an individual’s ability to identify, to understand, to make well-founded judgements about,
and to act towards the roles that mathematics plays in dealing with the world, as needed for
that worker’s current and future life as a constructive, concerned and reflective citizen
the confidence necessary to make effective use of whatever mathematical skill and
understanding is possessed
the worker’s ability to manage a situation or solve a problem in a real context, to respond to
information about mathematical ideas that may be represented in a range of ways, to
activate a range of enabling behaviours and processes
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Numeracy categories:
•

money math (financial transactions such as handling cash, preparing bills or making
payments)
◊ enter amounts into a cash register
◊ make change
◊ handle foreign currency
◊ calculate price discounts
◊ calculate tax rates
◊ receive payment for delivery of goods
◊ total invoices
◊ calculate cargo fares
◊ calculate future prices based on current interest rates and other market factors

•

scheduling OR budgeting and accounting math (managing time and money as resources,
planning and monitoring their use, assessing best value, reducing waste)
◊ maintain a budget
◊ make entries into financial records
◊ prepare financial reports
◊ reconcile bank statements
◊ prepare income and expenditure reports
◊ audit financial records
◊ schedule work crews
◊ compare costs
◊ prepare daily production schedules
◊ schedule appointments

•

measurement and calculation math (measuring and describing the physical world)
◊ measure out quantities (e.g.) 4 litres of paint
◊ set instruments to particular numerical settings
◊ convert between measurements (inches to centimeters)
◊ take measurements from scale drawings
◊ take precise measurements using specialized equipment (e.g.) a tape measure, a scale
◊ make indirect measurements using geometry and trigonometry
◊ measure curved or irregular surfaces
◊ measure an angle
◊ calculate amounts required (e.g.) the number of tiles required for a floor
◊ calculate areas, perimeters, volumes
◊ calculate total load weights
◊ calculate a percentage
◊ calculate a trajectory
◊ calculate ratio, average, rate, proportion
◊ use scientific notation, powers, roots
◊ use formulae, equations, algebraic problems
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•

data analysis math (analysis of numerical data)
◊ analysis of statistics
◊ determining what is higher, lower or bigger, smaller
◊ compare a numerical read-out to a range of numbers considered acceptable
◊ compare rates, averages, etc.
◊ calculate average rates of return on investments
◊ compare monthly sales volumes
◊ make projections
◊ calculate impacts of different variables on pay and benefits packages

•

numerical estimation (tasks that involve any estimation that results in a number)
◊ estimate amount of material to be used
◊ estimate time a task will take
◊ estimate costs
◊ estimate load weights
◊ estimate numbers of workers required
◊ estimate time available
◊ estimate amounts that can be produced from raw materials
◊ estimate number that will be sold

WW

Some considerations:
◊ specific math skills or knowledge required to complete a task (e.g.) how to work with
fractions, decimals, percentages, probability, geometry, trigonometry, conversions, etc.
◊ how to use measurement tools and computing instruments
Oral Communication
Oral Communication refers to the use of speech to give and exchange thoughts and information
by workers. It also refers to listening or receiving information. Types of oral communication:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

listening with little or no interaction (listening to voice mail)
speaking with little or no interaction (making announcements, leaving voice messages)
listening to and speaking with co-workers
interacting with those the worker supervises
interacting with supervisors
interacting with clients, customers, the general public
interacting with outside agents such as suppliers or service people
participating in group discussions
presenting information to large or small groups

Workers engage in oral communication:
•
•
•
•
•
•

to take messages
to seek or obtain information
to reassure or comfort
to persuade
to instruct
to entertain

•
•
•
•
•
•
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to
to
to
to
to
to

receive information or explanations
coordinate work with others
exchange opinions (to discuss)
facilitate or lead a group
negotiate
provide information or explanations
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Oral communication can involve exchanges that occur in person, via the telephone, by radio, or
through hand or other kinds of signals.
The demands of oral communication are dependent upon:
◊ why one is communicating
◊ how one is communicating
◊ the range and complexity of the information being conveyed
◊ the circumstances in which one is communicating
◊ the person with whom one is interacting
◊ the seriousness of the consequences if communication fails
Computer Use
Computer use refers to the kinds of computer applications used in the job. In the workplace, a
worker uses/does:
• word processing applications (e.g.) Word, WordPerfect
• graphics software (e.g.) Corel Draw, Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Illustrator
• databases (e.g.) Access, dBase, Claris FileMaker
• spreadsheets (e.g.) Excel, Lotus 1-2-3, Quattro Pro
• bookkeeping, billing or accounting software (e.g.) Bedford Accounting, AccPac, Quick
Books
• statistical analysis software (e.g.) SPSSx, SAS, Statistica
• website design software (e.g.) Flash, FrontPage
• computer assisted design software (e.g.) Auto CAD, CAD/CAM
• email (e.g.) hotmail, Outlook, Netscape Mail
• the Internet (e.g.) Explorer, Netscape, search engines
• desktop publishing software (e.g.) Publisher, PageMaker, Quark
• programming and systems and software design (e.g.) Visual Basic, Fortran, Cobol,
Clipper, Macromedia Director
• computer controlled equipment
• computerized cash registers
• computerized diagnostics (e.g.) automotives
• computerized schedulers and agendas
Some considerations:
◊ does the worker have to understand the software in any kind of detail or is it merely a
matter of inputting data into an existing template or following a small number of simple
steps to complete a task?
◊ must the worker have some understanding of the software package and its range of
options (be able to “move around” in the package and use a number of the features?
◊ must the worker have a deeper understanding of one or more software packages in
order to configure software, set-up hardware, and/or integrate or link programs?
◊ does the worker have to have an in-depth understanding of several packages and an indepth expertise in fully integrating programs and packages?
◊ does the worker have to instruct others in the use of computer software?
◊ does the worker have to write programs and/or design and set-up networks?
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Job Task Planning and Organizing
Job task planning and organizing refers to how workers plan and organize their tasks and work
schedules.
Some considerations:
◊ the extent of variety in work activities (how routine is the job?)
◊ whether the task sequence is provided to the worker or determined by the worker
◊ whether priorities are provided to the worker or the determined by the worker
◊ the extent to which daily work activities are disrupted
◊ the extent to which the worker’s own plan must be integrated into the plans of others
◊ the number of sources for work assignments
◊ the extent to which the order of those tasks sequenced by the worker makes a
difference to total efficiency
◊ the extent to which the worker plans and organizes the work of others
◊ the amount of operational planning required of the worker (day-to-day planning to
accomplish immediate organizational goals such as policy and program development,
budgetary considerations, etc.)
◊ the amount of strategic planning required of the worker (long range organizational
planning such as developing mission statements, broad organizational objectives, critical
success indicators, business plans, etc.)
Problem Solving
This refers to the addressing of problems that require solutions. Aspects of problem solving:
• the complexity of the problem
• identification of the problem
• the steps involved in generating possible solutions
• the process of selecting the most effective solution
• assessment of the solution implemented and identification of possible improvements

Problem Solving
is choices
Likeamong
Eating
Decision making refers to making
options.Frogs
Decision making occurs during
Decision Making

problem solving but not all decision making is part of problem solving. Aspects of decision
making:
• the consequence of error
• the reversibility of the decision
If you
have to eat one,
• the adequacy and availability
of information
• whether there is ado
setnot
procedure
to
spend follow
all day looking at it!
• whether there is a body of similar past decisions to which the worker can refer
• the extent to which judgment is required to make an appropriate decision

And if there are several
frogs to be eaten,
start with the big one!
23
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Critical Thinking
Critical thinking means choosing and exercising the methods most appropriate for determining
the true worth, merit or value of something – an idea, a plan, a statement of supposed fact,
etc. It assumes a certain degree of scepticism and a natural desire for credible, reliable,
significant and relevant information. Critical thinking answers the questions: Why? How? What
happens if? Is it true? Critical thinking always has a goal, an identified purpose; it is the process
of making a judgement based on careful analysis, tangible evidence, and logical interpretation.
Critical thinking uses appropriate evaluative standards to distinguish what is true from what is
not, what to accept from what to reject, what will work from what will not. In addition, critical
thinking involves identifying and employing criteria to evaluate the critical thinking process itself
and to validate the outcomes generated. A discovery of error, new information, a different
interpretation – all have the potential to produce a revised conclusion.
Some considerations:
◊ the complexity of what is being assessed or considered
◊ whether established assessment criteria exist (or must they be developed by the
worker)
◊ how routine or unique the assessment process is
◊ the consequence of error
Use of Memory
This includes any significant or unusual use of memory for workers. Information being recalled
by workers can be classified as either:
• semantic – word-based factual memory which is often linked to memorizing lists or steps
• episodic – personal experience-based memory which is often linked to the spontaneous
recalling of an event or an action in which the worker participated
Workers remember:
• individual facts and objects as well as single events
• two or more pieces of information that must be related (e.g.) putting names to faces or
objects)
• procedures and techniques in which the sequence of steps is important
Memory requirements can involve:
• short term memory – minutes, hours, days (information must be rehearsed or it is lost)
• long term memory – years or longer
It is more difficult to remember a larger quantity of information. Memory-enhancing strategies
can be used in the workplace to assist with information storage.
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Finding Information
This involves using a variety of sources including text, people, computerized databases or
information systems.
The process of finding information can involve:
• consulting established sources supplied to the worker
• consulting easily identified and located resources not directly supplied to the worker
• conducting a more complex search for information
• bringing together information from several sources
• conducting research because no information is readily available
The process of extracting or processing information can involve:
• using information in the form in whic h it is obtained
• selecting information according to some pre-determined criteria (limited processing
required)
• analyzing information to understand what is being presented
• synthesizing information from a variety of sources and performing complex analysis
Working With Others
This refers to the extent to which employees work together with others to carry out tasks. It
includes direct interactions (face-to-face, voice) and indirect or delayed interactions (emails,
memos, voice messages).
Some considerations:
◊ the number of people with whom the worker must coordinate
◊ the degree to which the worker must align his/her work with that of others
◊ how dependent the worker is on others
◊ whether teamwork approaches are well defined or the worker must determine how best
to proceed
◊ whether different cultural or language groups are involved
◊ how unpredictable or complicated situations are and to what extent group processes
must be constantly adapted
◊ the degree to which the worker is responsible for influencing or determining the actions
of others in achieving organizational objectives
Workers can work:
• alone supplying products or information to others
• independently where they are not physically alone but they work on their own
coordinating their work with others
• jointly coordinating and cooperating with only one other person at a time
• as a member of a team producing a product or accomplishing a task through combined
effort and organized cooperation
• as supervisors directing the actions of others
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Continuous Learning
This refers to the requirements for workers to participate in ongoing skills and knowledge
upgrading.
Some considerations:
◊ does the worker know how he/she learns best?
◊ does the worker know how to access continuous learning resources?
◊ does the worker know which learning options to pursue?
◊ is the worker responsible for his/her own upgrading or does the workplace participate?
◊ what is the frequency of upgrading required and how difficult is it to find information on
new processes, theories and technologies?
◊ is the worker able to apply new information to the current job situation or is assistance
necessary?
◊ what previous knowledge or skills (including essential skills) are necessary to pursue
continuous learning?
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(Iddo Gal, Dave Tout, Mieke van Groenertijn, Mary Jane Schidt, Myrna Manly)
Reader’s Guide to Essential Skills Profiles (HRDC)
Step Into t he World of Workplace Learning (Glenda Lewe and Carol MacLeod via HRDC)

Remember:
The essential skills outlined above are not listed in the same order as in HRDC documentation.
Instead, skills are listed according to ease of “teachability”, meaning that the essential skills at
the beginning of the overview can be taught directly whereas those near the end of the
overview are more difficult to address in direct terms. For example, reading (skimming,
scanning) can be presented to trainees as an actual training topic, using materials workers read
everyday at their jobs. Problem solving and decision making, while possible training topics in
themselves, are often not directly applicable to workplace contexts. This is evident in the “think
outside the box” and “join the dot activities” widely used to address problem solving skills
training. They do not have direct application to job site tasks and their relevance must be
made very clear by the trainer.
This overview can be used to identify general training topics (how to skim and scan, how to add
fractions, working with schematics, using Microsoft Outlook, working with regulations, how to
read different kinds of tables, plain language, etc.). It can also be used to address very specific
applications (making entries into logbooks, achieving the right tone in email, reading a collective
agreement, using a protractor, calculating GST, etc.)
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Flow Chart Study Questions
1. Which department creates material inventory lists?

2. What happens if the material requested is not in stock?

3. How many times on one order could a purchase be charged to a work order number?

4. How many departments are addressed by this flowchart?

5. Where is the material sent after it is machined?

6. What do the following symbols mean?
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MACHINE SHOP MATERIAL IDENTIFICATION AND TRACEABILITY
PRODUCTION

REQUEST FROM
PRODUCTION
DEPARTMENT.

MACHINE SHOP OFFICE

MACHINE SHOP
OBTAIN A
BLUEPRINT 3, WO.
# AND INVENTORY
WORK REQUEST
FORM.

WO# = WORK ORDER #

IS MATERIAL IN
INVENTORY?

CREATE FIELD
REQUISITION.

No

PURCHASING

PURCHASE
AND CHARGE
TO WO.#.

Yes

RECEIVE
MATERIAL AND
STAMP ID.#.

CREATE MATERIAL
INVENTORY LIST.

FILE MILL
CERTIFICATE AND
MATERIAL
INVENTORY LIST.

CUT
MATERIAL.

RECORD ON
MATERIAL CUT OFF
LIST.

RECORD MATERIAL
USED ON
COUNTERSHEET.

DRWG. PKG.
INCLUDING
INVENTORY REQUEST
FORM.

MACHINE AND
FORWARD TO
INSPECTION AREA.

STORE
MATERIAL IN
HOLDING AREA.

MARK MATERIAL
WITH WO# AND
DRAWING#.
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SkillBuilder – Flow Charts
A flow chart: shows a sequence of steps in a process. It sometimes indicates the amount of
time each step should take. Flow charts are an easy to read format for procedures that have
many steps. Certain shapes have specific meanings in industry.
A circle, oval or rounded rectangle means the start or finish of a process. The start could
mean addressing materials needed for a project, necessary information or actions which must
be completed before the process gets underway, or the event which activates the process. The
end means the final product or outcome. Sometimes ovals are used to mean starts or stops. A
circle can also indicate a collector point where two paths come together.
A rectangle means a step or a task. Variations in rectangles (parallelograms, squares, etc.)
can mean sub-steps or sub-processes.
A diamond means a decision point (an if/then point). A question is asked or a statement
made. A yes or true answer results in one specific path or set of actions, and a no or false
answer leads to a different path or set of actions.
Companies sometimes have specialized shapes that mean storage, handling, filing or packaging
of materials or documents. Other specialized shapes sometimes used can refer to the recording
of data on forms or reports and to the printing of forms.
Arrows indicate the direction of the process. Only one arrow leads to the next step.
A broken or dashed line means a separation between categories or areas of responsibility. It
can also mean an indirect path between two points. Usually the flow chart starts at the top and
works its way down the page. Text is short and to the point. A label or title explains the process
being described.
Other common symbols:
Procedure

Document

Documents

Input

Flow chart examples:
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YES

NO

A flow chart is a very effective way to show procedures that have many decision points.
Examples of customized flow chart symbols:

This kind of box means that a document
must be filed (it is a special flow chart
symbol used by this company)

This kind of box means that a document
must be generated from the computer (it is a
special flow chart symbol used by this
company)

SkillBuilder:
• any means by whic h skills are developed
• can be a lecture, demonstration, module, textbook excerpt, hand-out, learner
presentation, self -directed research assignment, hands-on activity, etc.
• can target any skill area (technical or workplace essential skills)
• can be wide ranging (a full document navigation module with assignments) or quick and
targeted (how to sharpen a saw blade, how to add fractions)
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Some Possible Uses for Flow Charts in Training Situations
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

to reinforce or assess a trainee’s understanding by having the trainee flowchart the
process or procedure being taught
to teach a process or procedure to trainees by presenting the concepts via a flowchart
to address problem solving
to address decision making
to organize production and assign tasks
to depict the “big picture” (process or workplace)
to address use of symbols
to teach industry-specific terminology

What Kinds of Essential Skills Are Used at Work?
Example: Welders And Soldering Machine Operators
HRDC Essential Skills Project

Reading
• read notes left by supervisors giving work orders for the day.
• read welding schedules, plans or operation sheets. These provide weld specifications
and procedures, such as machine settings, assembly steps and ISO standards. (daily)
• read company or union memos and notices concerning meetings, policy/procedure
changes, social events and other news. (frequently)
• may read orientation manuals when training new workers.
• read training manuals when acquiring and renewing tickets or safety certifications such
as Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System (WHMIS).
Document Use
• read labels on welding rods explaining their composition, or labels on gas bottles
indicating their contents and safe handling procedures.
• may read check lists when doing safety audits.
• read work orders showing the quantities and codes for the types of welds to be
produced.
• read welding specification charts to look up weld types by code and the specifications
for each. (daily)
• may read oscilloscope displays of sonogram readings to detect imperfections in pipes.
• may refer to Canadian Standards Association (CSA) standards books to locate colour
codes and identification numbers for pipes.
• may read assembly drawings to find the pieces needed and to know how the pieces
should be assembled and the types of metal to use.
• may read control panel gauges and computer monitor displays that show operating data
such as weld temperatures, typical pipe measurements used in the past, power entering
the welding machine and inside and outside diameters.
• complete daily downtime reports recording when the line was started and stopped and
the reasons for stoppages.
• complete daily weld reports by entering codes for jobs, types of welds and time spent
on jobs.
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•

may complete work cards identifying for each job their employee number, machine
number and the time taken at each stage of the process.

Writing
• write comments in a log book about operational problems and situations to monitor.
(daily)
• may write e-mail messages to supervisors and maintenance staff about meetings and
production is sues.
• complete downtime reports entering the times of stoppages and the causes. (daily)
Numeracy
• measure the setting distances on the welding machine to fit specifications for the
particular weld being done. (measurement and calculation math)
• may calculate the number of coils of steel of a certain length that will be required to
complete an order. (measurement and calculation math)
• measure pipe diameter to the nearest thousandth of an inch and make adjustments
based on feedback about the outside and inside diameters as the pipe comes out of the
machine. (daily) (measurement and calculation math)
• calibrate the micrometer against standard pieces of metal. (measurement and
calculation math)
• add, multiply, divide, subtract.
• work with fractions, decimals, percents, algebraic equations, scale drawings, rates,
measurement conversions, and geometry.
Oral Communication
• exchange information with co-workers about work assignments and welding
specifications and techniques. For example, they inform the machinist about the size
and shape of metal pieces required.
• receive verbal instructions from the foreman about production priorities and
specifications and discuss production numbers and problems with the foreman.
• may communicate with helpers to arrange for them to hold pieces in the correct position
for welding.
• may ask pipefitters to position pre-weld spacings in a way that makes the welder's job
easier.
• may talk with clients, when working on location, to clarify specifications, confirm any
changes and ensure that the work environment is safe.
• communicate with the overhead crane operator to co-ordinate the movement of heavy
pieces weighing several tons, or to direct a forklift operator who is moving pieces into
position for welding.
• may comment on safe operating procedures at safety meetings.
Problem Solving
• may have a loss of hydraulic pressure at the mill resulting in improperly formed pipe.
They must stop the operation and cut the pipe from the tooling.
• may find that the line is not running properly after a shut-down. They make numerous
adjustments until the line is producing good pipe.
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may find a hole is undersized due to excessive brazing. If the normal procedure of
inserting a ceramic tube to keep the hole the correct size is not working, the operator
calls upon the planner to rework the production plan.
may encounter adverse environmental conditions when working on location. They may
have to assess and make changes to the environment to ensure safe working conditions,
for example, preventing gas leaks or wind problems.
may encounter defective pipes. They identify the type of defect and check relevant
factors, such as whether the machine has run out of flux, if machine settings need to be
adjusted, if a tool is broken and needs to be changed, and if the quality of the steel is
creating the problem. Solving the problem often takes experimentation and making
incremental adjustments while the pipe is moving by at high speed.

Decision Making
• may decide when set-up requirements have been met and the line can be started.
• constantly decide how to adjust welding machine settings to produce the desired weld.
• make decisions about pipe quality. After completing a set-up, they run the mill for a
time, test sample pipe and decide when the product is acceptable.
• may decide whether to stop the mill because the equipment is unsafe or in order to
make repairs. They balance the consequences of lost production during downtime
against those of causing injury or producing low-grade pipe that cannot be sold.
Use of Memory
• remember what job is coming up next and how they will reset the machine.
• remember temperature ranges for the pipe being welded.
• remember how to recognize and prevent unsafe situations.
Planning and Organizing
• ask the foreman about specific welds, what can go wrong and how to prevent breaking
or failing.
• get day-to-day information about production schedules and problems from co-workers.
• consult procedure manuals, operation sheets and production schedules to identify work
procedures and pieces to be assembled.
Working With Others
• participate in formal discussions about work processes or product im provement.
• have opportunities to make suggestions on improving work processes.
• sometimes monitor the work performance of others.
• inform other workers or demonstrate to them how tasks are performed.
• orient new employees.
• assign routine tasks to other workers.
• sometimes identify training that is required by, or would be useful for, other workers.
Computer Use
• may monitor computer displays of order lists and pipe run quantities and dates in order
to make operating decisions.
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Learning in the Classroom vs. Workplace Needs
In the Workplace

In the Classroom

•

Workers read:
◊ to do (to carry out a task) which means actions are based
on what is read and a certain degree of risk associated
with error is assumed by the reader

•

•

Workers tend to skim or scan rather than reading the whole
text line-by-line (most workplace reading involves text
searches).

Students read:
◊ to learn
◊ to appreciate stylistics
◊ to analyse and critique
◊ for enjoyment or entertainment

•

Students spend only a limited amount of time reading for the
sole purpose of carrying out a task (about 2% -10%)

•

The amount of reading increases in managerial and deskbound occupations.

•

•

Workers will consult the same document every time they
have to perform the task involved rather than consciously
“learn” the material outlined. (Learning is accomplished by
doing the task repeatedly).

Reading is almost exclusively textbook or narrative based
(essays, novels, short stories, biographies, etc.) and involves
continuous text. The reader is expected to start at the
beginning and read consecutively line-by-line to the end.

•

Students will often re-read materials several times in one
sitting to comprehend meaning and learn the information.

•

The majority of reading involves documents and
combinations of text and figures.

•

Workers must read a great variety of materials most of which
are specific to the work context – product directions, safety
sheets, labels, manuals, signs, computer screen printouts,
collective agreements, regulations, codes, specifications, etc.

•

Workers must read materials specific to their job and to the
whole organizational framework (health and safety manuals,
company regulations, benefits policies, etc.)
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•

Document use is of major importance in the workplace (no
job in Canada has yet been identified that does not use
documents).
Document use is directly linked to the performance of a task.
A worker may refer to the same document repeatedly for
different purposes.
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•

Document use is of secondary importance compared to
reading text.

•

Workplace documents are not usually addressed in
classrooms.

•

Text writing is emphasized in school curricula.

•

There is an assumption that anyone who can read will be
able to use workplace documents – no specific training is
necessary.

•

Document use is related both to specific jobs and to the
organization as a whole.

•

Workplace documents are not usually seen in traditional
learning situations and are unfamiliar to new entrants to the
workforce.

•

Writing is short, concise and targeted.

•

Students tend to write narrative and expository pieces.

•

Writing is usually point form (bullets).

•

•

Students engage in creative writing which includes genres
such as the short story, poetry, and drama.

Workplace writing is often repetitive.

•

There is an emphasis upon using complete sentences and
conventional paragraphing (“You must write your answer in
complete sentences.”)

•

Text writing becomes more prevalent at managerial levels or
in desk-bound positions.

•

Most writing is related to document use and templates.

•

Writing style is usually important (sentence variety,
vocabulary, figures of speech, transitional devices, etc.)

•

Writing conventions are not considered important in many
situations (e.g.) workers do not generally consult dictionaries
or apostrophe rules when making logbook entries.

•

There is an emphasis upon correct use of conventions
(“Spelling counts.”)
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How Can We Teach Workplace Essential Skills?
Example: A SkillBuilder for addressing Restricted Product Labelling

Symbol

Signal Word
Degree of
Hazard

Symbol

Nature of
Primary Hazard

Poison
Danger
Corrosive
Warning
Flammable
Caution
Explosive

Poison Signal Words

Meaning

Oral Lethal Dose (70 kg person)

Danger
Warning
Caution

highly toxic
moderately toxic
slightly toxic

Few drops to 5 ml (5 g)
5 ml (5 g) to 30 ml (30 g)
30 ml (30 g) to 500 ml (500 g)

DANGER

WARNING
36
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Example: A strategy for addressing regulations

excerpted from PART VII of the Transportation of Dangerous Goods Act

SAFETY REQUIREMENTS FOR THE HANDLING OR OFFERING
FOR TRANSPORT OF DANGEROUS GOODS
Handling
General
7.35 No person shall, in the course of transporting dangerous goods, load, unload or store the dangerous
goods in a manner that could cause a discharge, emission or escape of the dangerous goods from the
means of containment that could constitute a danger to health, life, property or the environment.
7.36
Where instructions for the safe handling or storage of dangerous goods in the course of
transportation are indicated on a shipping document in accordance with paragraph 4.8(1)(k), no person
shall handle or offer for transport the dangerous goods unless those instructions are complied with.

Loading of Transport Units
7.37 No person shall load dangerous goods into or onto a transport unit unless the transport unit is,
under normal conditions of handling and transportation, capable of safely retaining the dangerous goods
loaded into or onto it and is free of any projections capable of damaging any package or small container
containing the dangerous goods.
7.38 (1) Subject to subsection (2), no person shall load dangerous goods contained in any means of
containment into or onto a transport unit unless the person ensures that the means of containment and any
other goods loaded into or onto the transport unit are loaded or secured so as to prevent damage to the
means of containment, the other goods or the transport unit under normal conditions of transportation.
(2) Where a person loads dangerous goods contained in any means of containment into or onto a transport
unit for transport by rail in accordance with methods approved by the AAR, the loading of the dangerous
goods shall be deemed to have been done in accordance with the requirements of subsection (1).
(3) No person shall load a transport unit into or onto a road vehicle or railway vehicle unless the person
ensures that the transport unit is secured so as to prevent, under normal conditions of transportation,
damage to the transport unit, road vehicle or railway vehicle.
7.39 No person shall load dangerous goods into or onto a transport unit together with foodstuffs unless
the dangerous goods are separated from the foodstuffs in a manner that would prevent the contamination
of the foodstuffs in the event of a discharge, emission or escape of the dangerous goods.
7.39.1 Where a tank car tank, its interior heating system or one of its valves is overdue for the retesting
required in National Standard of Canada CAN/CGSB-43.147-97, Construction and Maintenance of Tank
Car Tanks and Selection and Use of Tank Car Tanks, Portable Tanks and Rail Cars for the Transportation
of Dangerous Goods by Rail, dated August 1997, no person shall load dangerous goods in the tank car
tank until retesting is done in accordance with that Standard.
7.40 Where more than 2 000 kg of any one class of consumer commodities are to be transported in or on
a transport unit and the transport unit is to be transported by ship, no other dangerous goods shall be
stowed under or over the consumer commodities or in or over any part of the space within 1 m of the
consumer commodities.
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Loading of Explosives into Transport Units
7.41 Subject to the notes to the table to this section, where dangerous goods are explosives included in
Class 1 and have a compatibility group set out in column I of the table, no person shall load those
explosives into or onto the same transport unit as explosives that have a compatibility group set out in any
of columns II to XIV if an "X" appears opposite the compatibility group in column I and under a
compatibility group set out in any of columns II to XIV.

TABLE
Column I
Compatibility Group

II
A

A

III

IV

V

VI

VII

VIII

IX

X

XI

XII

XIII

XIV

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

J

K

L

N

S

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X,6

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X,6

7

1,2

1

X

X,5

X

X

X

X

3

7

1

X

X,5

X

X

X

X

3

6,7

X

X

X

X

X

X

3

7

X

X

X

X

X

X

7

X

X

X

X

X

7

X

X

X

X

7

X

X

X

7

B

X

C

X

X

D

X

X,6

1,2

E

X

X

1

1

F

X

X

X

X

X

G

X

X

X,5

X,5

X

X

H

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

J

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

K

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

7

L

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

4

X

X

N

X

X,6

3

3

3

X

X

X

X

X

X

S

X

7

7

6,7

7

7

7

7

7

7

X

6
6

Note 1: Where any combination of explosives included in compatibility group C, D or E are loaded together into or
onto the same transport unit, they shall be assigned to compatibility group E.
Note 2: Where explosives included in compatibility groups C and D are loaded together into or onto the same
transport unit, the total net explosives quantity of the explosives contained in the transport unit shall not exceed 5000
kg.
Note 3: Where explosives included in compatibility group C, D or E are loaded into or onto the same transport unit as
explosives included in compatibility group N, all the explosives shall be assigned to compatibility group D.
Note 4: An explosive included in compatibility group L shall only be loaded into or onto a transport unit with another
explosive that is included in compatibility group L, that has the same shipping name, that is included in the same
division of Class 1 and that has the same product identification number.
Note 5: In the case of explosive articles included in compatibility group G that are intended to be used with
explosives for military use, any combination of explosive articles included in
(a) compatibility groups C and G may be loaded together into or onto the same transport unit and shall be assigned to
compatibility group C;
(b) compatibility groups D and G may be loaded together into or onto the same transport unit and shall be assigned to
compatibility group D; or
(c) compatibility groups C, D and G may be loaded together into or onto the same transport unit and shall be
assigned to compatibility group E.
Note 6: Detonators included in compatibility groups B and S may be loaded together into or onto the same transport
unit as explosives included in compatibility group D or N for transport by road in accordance with the Explosives
Regulations.
Note 7: Fireworks (UN0337) shall not be loaded into or onto a transport unit with dangerous goods that are included
in Division 1 or 2 of Class 1.
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Regulations: what can be addressed in a training situation:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

numbering conventions in regulations
headings and sub-headings (size, position, font)
text layout (sections and subsections)
Roman numerals (many people have difficulty reading Roman numerals)
specialized legal wording (where this, then that; no person shall; in accordance with;
subject to; shall be deemed; etc.)
notes to tables (how to use)
intersecting lists (table)
font (size, italics, capitalization, bolding)
acronyms

Use It or Lose It
“The man whose whole life is spent performing a few simple operations… has no occasion to
exert his understanding, or to exercise his invention… He naturally loses, therefore, the habit of
such exertion, and generally becomes as stupid and ignorant as it is possible for a human
creature to become.” (Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations, 1776)
•
•
•
•
•

the demand for literacy at work has been found to be a significant factor in predicting
adult literacy competence
a history of employment in low skill jobs is associated with lower levels of adult literacy
if you don’t keep using your literacy skills, you will lose them
workplaces must afford workers the opportunity to use their literacy skills and to
improve them
literacy is not like riding a bicycle (could you pass your high school examinations today?)

Have you lost your numeracy skills? (Quiz)
Question #1
Three companies jointly own property in the following proportions:
Company A
Company B
Company C

40%
20%
40%

Company C wants to sell its share. The other two companies will split Company C’s share
between them. They will assume ownership of Company C’s share according to the proportional
ownership values they have currently.
Approximately what percentage of Company C’s share will go to Company A?
Approximately what percentage of Company C’s share will go to Company B?
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Question #2
Read the Mr. Foamy label and complete the task.

MR. FOAMY
FOAMING ACID CLEANSER
FOR USE IN THE REMOVAL OF MINERAL BUILD-UP FROM EQUIPMENT SURFACES.

Directions:
1. Dilute Mr. Foamy by adding 50 ml per litre of water.
2. Scrub all equipment parts to be cleaned with the Mr. Foamy solution.
3. Rinse thoroughly with clean water.

You need to mix some Mr. Foamy to clean some stainless steel equipment. You have a 4 litre
container which you can safely fill to the 3.5 litre mark. How many litres of Mr. Foamy will you
add to 3.5 litres of water?

In Conclusion:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

workplace essential skills are very important and cannot be overlooked
WES can and should be taught
workplace essential skills are transferable
education level is not always an indicator of WES proficiency – formal training may not
focus on WES
if we don’t use it, we lose it
addressing essential skills empowers workers and gives them the skills they need to be
more than “automatons”, the skills they need to move forward, the capacity to learn
reading, writing, numeracy, document use and computer skills are only the beginning –
workers must use these skills as problem solving tools

Pat Salt familiarizing delegates
with the concept of workplace
essential skills and their
“teachability”.
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SESSION 3: Navigating Workplace Documents
Presenter:

Sandi Howell (MB Education Training and Youth)

Overview:
Sandi Howell began her presentation with an introduction to document navigation, especially
why it is important in today’s workplaces. She stressed that in order to become proficient in this
area, a longer training session is required. Sandi explained that document navigation is actually
a study in document structure – how documents are organized, what design features are
evident and what “signposts” are available to help the reader with the navigation task.
Much of document navigation is related to the user’s ability to clearly identify what information
is being sought; that is, what is the reader’s purpose for “entering” the document. Unless the
reading task is understood, the document user will be unable to locate specific and relevant
information. Once the purpose is defined, the document is skimmed to get a general impression
of what the content is about. Readers must be prepared to ask questions and identify key
words and phrases. Sandi emphasized that document users are responsible for making
educated predictions about where information might be found and how best it might be
accessed. The document is then scanned (read quickly to locate information). When information
is located, it must be synthesized and summarized to ensure the original questions have been
addressed. This is the point where reading comprehension is important. The reader then
confirms his or her findings.
Delegates also learned that trainees considered to have reading problems might, in fact, have
document navigation problems. Once they master the skill of navigation, they are able to use
documents efficiently and become more confident in approaching reading tasks.
Sandi spent some time addressing the document navigation issue from a trainer’s perspective –
how can document navigation be taught? She suggested a number of strategies including the
importance of using authentic workplace materials and the possibility of integrating document
navigation into technical training activities. She discussed the importance of establishing a
learner-centred approach, one that encourages trainees to be involved at every stage of the
training process. Sandi then reviewed some best practices for trainers and cited indicators of
learning issues.
She closed her session with a number of pointers to help trainers be more effective writers
(from a technical perspective) and better document designers. She made suggestions about
font size, sentence length, language use, ease of navigation, messaging and much more. Sandi
then reiterated that navigation is a key skill and that it requires an understanding of document
organization. Document navigation is a teachable skill that must be addressed by trainers.
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Navigating Workplace Documents

Navigation cont’d

Introduction

z making predictions
z scanning to locate information /cycling
through documents to find information
z synthesizing (combining) and
summarizing information to come up with
an appropriate response (reading
comprehension skills)
z confirming

z Sandi Howell
Coordinator, Workplace Education and PLAR
Industry Training Partnerships
Manitoba Education Training & Youth
(204) 945-1682
showell@gov.mb.ca

Slide 1

Slide 4

Importance

Today’s Presentation

z “can’t read” actually may be “can’t
navigate”
z increases efficiency greatly
z increases independence

How it affects what people need to do
What is navigation
How to deal with it
Factors impacting effective use of written
materials
z Questions
z
z
z
z

Slide 2

Slide 5

Who Should Be Interested

Navigation
z understanding the structure or
organization of a document
z skimming to gain a general impression
z setting questions/identifying key words
and phrases (What am I being asked to
find?)

z
z
z
z
z
z

Slide 3

technical trainers
union representatives
training and HR departments
management, including Ops
quality departments
essential skills practitioners

Slide 6
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Learners and Essential
Skills

Reading Skills and
Navigation
z four main reading skills: skim, scan,
extensive (overall meaning), intensive
(details, main idea)

z
z
z
z

z navigation is a process in which you use
the four main reading skills

draw on learner’s experience
involve learners in planning
cultivate self-direction
use small groups whenever possible

Slide 7

Slide 10

Process of Navigation

Document Organization

Understand
⇓

z
z
z
z

Skim
⇓
Question/Identify
⇓
Predict
⇓
Scan/Cycle
⇓
Locate

determine organization
determine language level
analyze format
analyze numbering systems

⇓
Comprehend
⇓
Confirm

Slide 8

Slide 11

Summary

Teaching Navigation
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z

z navigation is a key skill
z navigation is a process which uses reading
skills
z navigation can be embedded in other
training
z navigation requires an understanding of
document organization

model
use checklists
practise on real materials
check graphics phobia
teach reading skills
teach thinking skills
use group work
use supported to unsupported practice

Slide 9

Slide 12
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Reading Styles
Four Styles
Skimming*
Reading quickly for the main idea.
Scanning*
Reading quic kly to find a specific piece of information.
*Both skimming and scanning may be inhibited by fixation. Fixation occurs when the reader
is stopping too long on any word, letter or passage. Some readers have chronic problems
with fixation. Some readers simply do not know that you do not have to fixate.
Extensive Reading
Reading a longer written text with the emphasis on overall meaning (usually for pleasure).
Intensive Reading
Reading a written text for detailed information (requires precise understanding). Typically,
we are looking for the main idea or for details. Effective intensive reading may actually
involve the skills of summarizing and synthesizing information which requires thinking skills
such as analysis and evaluation.

Acknowledgements
Navigation as a discrete process was first developed and piloted at Boeing Canada Technology by a consultant,
Lindsay Laidlaw. This was possible through funding from the National Literacy Secretariat and Manitoba Education
Training and Youth. The process and teaching methods were further refined through delivery of courses at Bristol
Aerospace Limited. In the fall of 2001, the material was delivered as a Train the Trainer course at Boeing with the
objective of having the skills included in technical training.

Learners and Training in Essential Skills
What to Do in the Classroom
You can assume that there will be a range of essential skill levels in employees taking any type
of training. You will want to watch for any issues. Be aware of the indicators.
Some of the following adult learning principles apply particularly to help those who are
challenged by written material.
1. Draw on the learner’s experience as a resource.
Learners bring a huge amount of experience and knowledge with them to the classroom.
Drawing on their experience verbally as a practice increases their comfort and self confidence levels and creates an environment which is directly relevant to their lives.
Relevance leads to motivation, a key factor in learning.
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2. Involve learners in the planning and implementation of learning activities.
Learners having difficulty will tell you what types of activities they need and what is
troublesome. Invite ongoing input and feedback as to what types of activities are needed
and which materials should be chosen.
3. Cultivate self-direction in learners.
Self-direction as a principle will encourage learners to identify and access what they need to
learn fully. By inviting the learners to think about what they need, you are really
encouraging self -direction.
4. Use small groups whenever possible.
Groups promote teamwork and encourage cooperation and collaboration among learners.
Peer support and even peer tutoring or coaching born out of this environment have been
proven to be highly successful for many.
An employee may require further essential skills training above and beyond what can be subtly
incorporated into the work day or other training sessions.

Navigational Skills Checklist
Look over the material
Think about the organization or structure of the document.
Predict content – make connections to previous knowledge and experience.
Skim to gain general impressions – think about the “big picture”.
Consider: “What am I looking for? What am I being asked to find?”
Identify key words/phrases that will indicate the correct information has been located.
Make predictions of where the information will be found within the document.
Scan through the material looking for key words and phrases – cycle through document.
Continue to make predictions – look for clues (titles, sub-titles, headings, graphics, etc.)
Think about what is being read - make mental note of details.
Monitor comprehension – adjust strategies if necessary.
Locate information.
Summarize the material in your own words.
Consider: “Have I found the information that is needed?”.
Re-check if information answers the original question – access additional sources if necessary.
Comprehension: synthesize and summarize information.
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Understanding Written Materials
The following information is taken largely from Clear Writing and Literacy by Ruth Baldwin of
the Ontario Literacy Coalition.
1. One fundamental question to ask yourself is if the way the information is presented
detracts in any way from the message itself. If so, then it is a warning sign about its
clarity.
2. One thing you can do to assist those with lower essential skill levels is to evaluate the
written materials you’re asking them to deal with in terms of the complexity. You need
to look at it from the point of view of clarity of the content and ease of navigation.
3. Clarity of content involves both the way it’s written and the way it looks. It’s a way of
presenting information so as to make it easy for everyone to read and understand.
4. There are five things to consider when examining material:
◊
overall appearance − design and layout
◊
organization of material
◊
language
◊
sentence length and structure
◊
tone − how you speak to the reader
5. Heavy blocks of text or too much information crammed into a page is difficult to face
and hard to process. Where possible, add white space to the document by reducing the
number of text lines on a page, adjusting the width of the paragraphs, etc.
6. Consider using a serif font of average size (10 to 12 point), such as the one used in the
text of this document or any newspaper: it’s the most readable. Sans serif text, such as
Arial (e.g. Arial) font, is more difficult to read.
7. The lettering should be in upper and lower case versus only upper case.
8. Graphics, charts and tables must be clear and well-presented. If they are not, it defeats
their purpose of augmenting text.
9. Consider whether or not the paragraphs should be full justified, as sometimes this
creates gaps between words which makes them harder for the eye to process. Raggedright text (left justified) is considered by some to be the most readable.
10. Always make sure that photocopies are of the best quality possible.
11. Ease of navigation is often overlooked. Many people have difficulties just trying to find
information in documents. Try to see if the document has a good table of contents, if it’s
clearly numbered and if it is well-divided into logical chunks. If a document is difficult to
navigate, you’ll have to explicitly teach the navigation system to the learners.
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12. The material should be organized so that there are clear headings, sub-headings and
numbering. Main ideas should be clearly presented close to the beginning of sections.
Directions should also be clearly presented. Readers should not have to hunt for this
type of information.
13. Paragraphs should be written concisely, clearly presenting the main ideas and details in
a logical manner.
14. The most readable sentences are usually simple and short - no more than 30 words. The
reader should not have to struggle with a lot of information or complex sentences in
order to get at the meaning. Each sentence should have one main idea and as few
clauses as possible.
15. Try to use a simple present or past verb tense as this expresses ideas the most directly.
Instead of saying “Once you have determined” use, Once you determine”. It is much
more direct.
16. Avoid language that’s difficult or complex: for example don’t use unfamiliar words. Try
to assess the level of technical language and whether or not it is clearly explained.
Watch for acronyms and again try to determine whether or not they are explained.
17. There are several readability indexes which allow you to quickly analyze the general
complexity level of a body of written material. While this should only be part of your
analysis, one quick test is the Gobbledegook Detector developed by Cy White of the Law
Reform Commission of Canada.

Gobbledegook Detector
Average words Sentence
per sentence
_______

=

Total

Syllables per word

Para.
_______
Words
1

2

3

4

5

6

How to Use the Gobbledegook Detector
o

Select a paragraph (or several) from a section of a book.

o

Count every word and write the number in the square box.

o

Count the sentences and write the number on the line below Sentence.
If there’s more than one paragraph, put the number on the line below
Para.. There shouldn’t be more than five sentences per paragraph.
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o

Divide the number of sentences and write the average number of words
per sentence in the space at the left. Aim for an average of 15 to 20.
Avoid sentences over 30 words in length.

o

Select six words (or more). Analyze the number of syllables in each word
that you use. Count ‘ed’ endings if they are not sounded. Enter the
number in the proper circle under Syllables per word.

o

The more words that have three or more syllables, the more difficult the
writing will be.

18. The tone of the document should be neutral if at all possible − watch for the overly
formal, hostile, legalistic or patronizing.
19. There’s not a lot you can do about documents that use a font that’s difficult to read or
which lack white space, but if you are producing them yourself, you can follow these
simple guidelines to produce a more readable document. These guidelines will also
allow you to pick a more suitable document when you have a choice.

Sandi Howell reviewing
the finer points of
document navigation.

Delegates learning how to
approach document
navigation.
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SESSION 4: A Roadmap To Numeracy
Presenter:

Sue Grecki (SkillPlan)

Overview:
Sue Grecki reassured delegates that the concept of numeracy is not as frightening as many
people think; it can be fun to teach and fun to learn. She then provided an overview of Skill
Plan and the work SkillPlan has done to facilitate the development of numeracy skills in the
construction industry.
Sue stressed that numeracy and literacy are important in today’s workplaces. She cited the IALS
findings that literacy and numeracy “are strongly correlated with life chances and use of
opportunities.” Yet, 16.9% of Canadians performed at level 1 in the numeracy component of
the IALS (can only perform a simple arithmetic operation, usually adding, in a situation where
numbers are already entered in a document and the operation to use is obvious). 26.1% of
Canadian adults scored at level 2 (can only perform a single arithmetic operation, frequently
adding or subtracting, where numbers are easily located in a document and it is fairly obvious
which operation is required). This means that Canadian workers are less likely to be able to
solve quantitative problems involving multiple steps, infer mathematical operations needed, and
identify correct quantities to use in a calculation.
Sue explained that the Essential Skills Research Project (HRDC) focused on five kinds of
numeracy skills used at work – money math, scheduling or budgeting and accounting math,
measurement and calculation math, data analysis math, and numerical estimation. The research
showed that most Canadian workers did not always see the math within a task. Instead, the
focus was on getting the job done. What is needed is an awareness of skills integration on the
job. It was also discovered that worksites use an expansive list of measurement tools to
complete basic to complex measurement tasks. Inaccuracies cause lost production, accidents
and lower bottom lines. Since time is important, workers often resort to estimation as a
practical response – begging the question, are these skill taught?
Sue stressed that numeracy can and should be taught. She advised trainers to teach numeracy
in context, use a problem solving model and to look for numeracy in documents and materials
the worker has to use. She also added that there are many off the shelf resources available for
integrating numeracy into technical training. Her added advice was to use materials similar to
those used in technical training and not to “dummy down” materials – instead, “skill up” by
using SkillBuilders.
Sue gave everyone an opportunity to practice their numeracy skills by completing a Ministry of
Transportation and Highways Mechanical Analysis of Aggregates form (using a Graphs
SkillBuilder.) Delegates also saw a movie about essential skills use in the construction sector.
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A Roadmap to Numeracy

Link between literacy, numeracy
and employment
“Literacy is strongly correlated with life chances
and use of opportunities. While the processes that lead to
this result are certainly complex, there can be no doubt
about its importance to employment stability, the
incidence of unemployment, and income... Therefore,
those with low literacy levels will have even fewer
opportunities in the future.”

A Roadmap to Numeracy:
Teaching Numeracy Skills in the
Workplace

Scott Murray, Statistics Canada

slide 1

slide 4

IALS Results by Country
Quantitative Scale

SkillPlan
British Columbia Construction Industry Skills Improvement Council

• Joint labour and management initiative
• Who we serve:
•
•
•
•

Construction Industry
500 employers
45,000 workers in BC and the Yukon
16 building trades unions

slide 2

slide 5

Percentage of Canadian adults
performing at Level 1 - 16.9%

“Numeracy refers to the use of numbers by
workers in the occupational groups and their
requirement to think in quantitative terms in order to
complete tasks.”

• Performs a single simple operation (usually
addition)
• numbers are already entered onto the given
document and the operation is obvious
• numbers are provided

Essential Skills Research Project, HRDC, 1997

slide 3

slide 6
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Percentage of Canadian adults
performing at Level 2 - 26.1%
• Complexity increases when

• Perform a single arithmetic operation
• frequently addition or subtraction
• numbers are easily located in the text or
document
• operation may be directly inferred from the
wording of the question or format of
material

– Numbers must be located and extracted from
different types of documents
– Documents have irrelevant (distractors)
information
– Operations must be inferred from printed
directions
– Multiple operations must be performed

slide 10

slide 7

Essential Skills Research Project

What does this mean?

• Money Math: tasks
that involve financial
transactions such as
handling cash,
preparing bills or
making payments.

• Canadian adults are less likely to:
– Solve quantitative problems involving multiple
steps,
– Infer the operation needed or
– Identify the correct quantities to use in the
calculation.

slide 8

slide 11

In general, IALS found:
• Scheduling or
Budgeting and
Accounting Math: tasks
that involve managing
time and money as
resources, planning and
monitoring their use,
assessing best value or
reducing waste.

• Many individuals can perform single
arithmetic operations when both the
numbers and operations are obvious.

slide 9

slide 12
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Numerical Calculation
Complexity Rating Scale
• Measurement
and Calculation
Math: Tasks that
involve measuring
and describing the
physical world.

• Two dimensions, 5 levels
– Operations required refers to actual math
operations used
– Translation refers to turning a work problem
into a set of mathematical operations so that
math may be applied to obtain an answer
–

Handout in folder

slide 13

slide 16

What have we learned from
workplace research?
• Data Analysis
Math: Tasks that
involve the
analysis of
numerical data.

• Most workers did not always see the
math within a task. The focus was
getting the job done. Tasks required an
integration of skills.

slide 14

slide 17

Numerical Estimation Rating
Scale
• Numerical
Estimation:
Tasks that
involve any
estimation that
results in a
number.

•

• Data Analysis was used by many
workers simply because it was
available. Computers track and report in
every conceivable work setting.

Handout in folder

slide 15

slide 18
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• Workers actively incorporate
mechanisms so that they won’t have to
calculate. Development of job aids or
estimation is a practical response to
demands of time and accuracy.

• Measuring ranges from basic to
complex and involves using an
expansive list of measuring tools.

slide 19

slide 22

How can numeracy skills be
integrated?
• Teach numeracy in context. Don’t
separate from reading text and
document use skills.
• Teach a problem solving model
• Look for numeracy in the documents
and materials the worker/learner has to
use

• Accuracy matters. Mistakes affect
production and in some cases, can
cause accidents.

slide 20

slide 23

• Use off the shelf materials when
workers/learners need to practice the
operation
• Use materials similar to those used in
technical training
• Don’t ‘dummy’ materials down - use
SkillBuilders

• There is a time limit. It is not enough to
just get the right answer to a calculation.
The method used to arrive at the right
answer is scrutinized for efficiency. The
pressure to produce more with
increasing attention to quality is a fact of
business economics.

slide 21

slide 24
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Problem Solving
•
•

A problem is a stimulus or challenge to which there is no obvious answer
Problem solving is a strategy or a set of strategies used to arrive at an answer

Problem Solving Model
There are many problem-solving models to choose from. Some look more complicated than
others do. Here is a typical structure of a problem-solving model:
Step 1

Define the Problem

Step 2

Develop a plan of action

Step 3

Maintain the plan of action in mind over a period of time

Step 4

Reflect on the plan of action

Step 5

Evaluate the plan of action to determine the level of success

Problem Solving – Math
Step 1: Define your problem
• What am I being asked to do?
Step 2: Develop a plan of action
• What information do I need from the materials to solve the problem?
• Draw a diagram.
• What formula(s) do I need to solve this problem? Write the formula down.
• Put the information from the problem into the formula you are using.
• Complete all calculations.
Step 3: Maintain the plan of action in mind over a period of time
• Do I need more information?
• What do I do first, second, and so on?
• Is there more than one calculation required?
Step 4: Reflect on the plan of action
• Go back and read the problem.
• Does the answer make sense?
Step 5: Evaluate the plan of action to determine the level of success
• Did you do everything that was required?
• Do you need more practice?
• Check the answer key if you have one.
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Numerical Calculation Complexity Rating Scale
The Numerical Calculation Complexity Rating Scale (Essential Skills Research Project – HRDC)
has five levels based on two dimensions – Operations Required and Translation.
Operations Required refers to the actual math operations used e.g., multiplication, division.
It covers the number of different operations used, the number of steps of calculation and the
difficulty of the operations used. Translation refers to turning a work problem into a set of
mathematical operations so that math may be applied to obtain an answer. For example, a
waiter adding up a bill does not have to do much translation to set up the problem. In contrast,
a roofer uses more translation, i.e., restating the problem as a set of mathematical operations,
to determine how many packages of shingles are needed to cover an irregularly shaped roof.
The roofer must think through and set up the problem before doing the necessary math
operations.
Tasks that are more diffic ult on one dimension of the complexity rating scale, e.g., Operations
required, may be more or less difficult on the other, e.g. Translation, since the two dimensions
function somewhat independently. For example, the Operations Required may fit in Level 2
while the Translation fits in Level 3. The complexity rating assigned to a task is the best
summary description of its level of complexity.
Complexity
Level
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4
Level 5

Operations

Required Translation

Only the simplest operations are required
and the operations to be used are clearly
specified. Only one type of mathematical
operation is used in a task.
Only relatively simple operations are
required. The specific operations to be
performed may not be clearly specified.
Tasks involve one or two types of
mathematical operation. Few steps of
calculation are required.
Tasks may require a combination of
operations or multiple applications of a single
operation. Several steps of calculation are
required.
Tasks involve multiple steps of calculation.
Tasks involve multiple steps of calculation.
Advanced mathematical techniques may be
required.

Only minimal translation is required to turn
the task into a mathematical operation. All
information is provided.
Some translation may be required or the
numbers needed for the solution may need to
be collected from several sources. Simple
formulae may be used.

Some translation is required but the problem
is well defined. Combinations of formulae may
be used.
Considerable translation is required.
Numbers needed for calculations may need to
be derived or estimated; approximations may
need to be created in cases of uncertainty
and ambiguity. Complex formulae, equations
or functions may be used.

Numerical calculation is rated within four application settings.
• Money Math – financial transactions, such as handling cash, preparing bills or making payments;
• Scheduling or Budgeting and Accounting Math – managing time and money as resources,
planning and monitoring their use, assessing best value, reducing waste;
• Measurement and Calculation Math – measuring and describing the physical world;
• Data Analysis Math – analysis of numerical data.
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Measurement and Calculation Math
Complexity
Levels
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Sample Tasks

Illustrative Examples

• Take measurements through a one-step
process and record the results, e.g.,
clerk weighs mail and records the results
in a mailbook.
• Measure out quantities, e.g., four
gallons of paint.
• Set instruments to particular angles and
other numeric settings.

• Postal workers weigh and measure
parcels to determine postal rates.
• Physiotherapy aides adjust settings on
physiotherapy equipment when preparing
treatment areas for incoming patients.
• Labourers measure out lengths of pipe
using tape measures.

• Calculate areas and volumes of simple,
familiar shapes.
• Convert between measurement systems
or between units in one system, e.g.,
inches to millimetres.
• Calculate and weigh out or measure out
quantities or volumes involving doubling,
quadrupling, halving, quartering, etc.
some given amount or sets of amounts.

• Child caregivers measure ingredients
when cooking and may have to double or
half recipes.
• Shippers calculate the number of items
on skids by counting the items in a row
and multiplying by the total number of
rows.

• Measure curved and irregular lengths or
other dimensions.
• Calculate areas of shapes that are
simple composites of simple, familiar
shapes, e.g., composites of circles, or
rectangles and triangles.
• Make scale drawings.
• Take precise measurements using
specialized measurement equipment,
e.g., micrometer, triple beam balance or
surveyor’s transit.

• Sewing machine technicians use special
gauges to take precise measures of
sewing machine components to diagnose
the cause of equipment failure.
• Maintenance personnel calculate areas of
walls, taking account of windows and
doors, to ensure that they obtain correct
amounts of paint.

• Calculate areas and volumes of complex,
irregular shapes.
• Calculate the numbers of units of fixed
dimensions required to cover irregular
areas, e.g., tiles for an irregular shaped
floor, shingles for an irregular shaped
roof.

• Welders prepare for out-of-position welds
and use trigonometric constants to
determine required angles.
• Boat assemblers measure flooring spaces
to accommodate fuel tanks that must be
fitted over curved bottoms and ribs,
requiring precise measurements.

• Make indirect measurements, e.g., using
trigonometry, geometry.
• Devise estimates and make indirect
calculations of measurements that
cannot feasibly be taken directly.

• Tower crane operators calculate the
weights of a load and optional position
for proper weight distribution by factoring
in the density of materials, and the
distance from the crane’s centre of
rotation to the load’s centre of gravity.
• Silviculturists use trigonometry and
geometry to calculate tree-to-land ratio
requirements for a stand of trees.
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Sample Training Lesson (Numeracy)
Construction workers often have to lift and carry building materials. If they are using a crane or
winch to lift these construction materials, calculating their weight is critical. One method of
calculating the weight of flat objects is to first calculate the area and then use a table that gives
the weight per square foot (ft2). Table courtesy of the Construction Safety Association of ON.
WEIGHTS OF MATERIALS (Based on Surface Area)
Material
CEILINGS
(Per Inch of Thickness)
Plaster board
Acoustic and fire resistive tile
Plaster, gypsum-sand
Plaster, light aggregate
Plaster, cement sand
ROOFING
Three-ply felt and gravel
Five-ply felt and gravel
Three-ply felt, no gravel
Five-ply felt, no gravel
Shingles, wood
Shingles, asbestos
Shingles, asphalt
Shingles, ¼ inch slate
Shingles, tile
PARTITIONS
Steel partitions
Solid 2” gypsum-sand plaster
Solid 2” gypsum light aggregate plaster
Metal studs, metal lath, ¾” plaster both sides
Metal or wood studs, plaster board and ½”
plaster both sides
Plaster ½”
Hollow clay tile 2 inch
3 inch
4 inch
5 inch
6 inch
Hollow slag concrete block 4 inch
6 inch
Hollow gypsum block 3 inch
4 inch
5 inch
6 inch
Solid gypsum block 2 inch
3 inch
MASONRY WALLS
(Per 4 Inch of Thickness)
Brick
Glass brick
Hollow concrete block
Hollow slag concrete block
Hollow cinder concrete block
Hollow haydite block
Stone, average
Bearing hollow clay tile

Approx.
Weight
lbs per f2
5
2
8
4
12
5.5
6.5
3
4
2
3
2.5
10
14
4
20
12
18
18
4
13
16
18
20
25
24
35
10
13
15.5
16.5
9.5
13
40
20
30
24
20
22
55
23
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Material
FLOORING
(Per Inch of Thickness)
Hardwood
Sheathing
Plywood, fir
Wood block, treated
Concrete, finish or fill
Mastic base
Mortar base
Terrazzo
Tile, vinyl 1/8 inch
Tile, linoleum 3/16 inch
Tile, cork, per 1/16 inch
Tile, rubber or asphalt 3/16 inch
Tile, ceramic or quarry ¾ inch
Carpeting
DECKS AND SLABS
Steel roof deck 11/2” – 14 ga.
– 16 ga.
– 18 ga.
– 20 ga.
– 22 ga.
Steel cellular deck 11/2” – 12/12 ga.
– 14/14 ga.
– 16/16 ga.
– 18/18 ga.
– 20/20 ga.
Steel cellular deck 3” – 12/12 ga.
– 14/14 ga.
– 16/16 ga.
– 18/18 ga.
– 20/20 ga.
Concrete, reinforced, per inch
Concrete, gypsum, per inch
Concrete, lightweight, per inch
MISCELLANEOUS
Windows, glass frame
Skylight, glass frame
Corrugated asbestos, ¼ inch
Glass, plate ¼ inch
Glass, common
Plastic sheet ¼ inch
Corrugated steel sheet, galvanized – 12 ga.
– 14 ga.
– 16 ga.
– 18 ga.
– 20 ga.
– 22 ga.
Wood joists – 16” ctrs. 2 x 12
2 x 10
2x8
Steel plate (per inch of thickness)

Approx.
Weight
lbs per f2
5
2.5
3
4
12
12
10
12.5
1.5
1
0.5
2
11
2
5
4
3
2.5
2
11
8
6.5
5
3.5
12.5
9.5
7.5
6
4.5
12.5
5
5-10
8
12
3.5
3.5
1.5
1.5
5.5
4
3
2.5
2
1.5
3.5
3
2.5
40
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Activities:
1.

Calculate the areas of objects described in the following questions. Draw a quick sketch
and add dimensions to help visualize the problem. Then use the Weights of Materials
(based on surface area) table to calculate their weights. Round off answers to the nearest
whole number.

2.

What is the weight of a 4 ft. by 12 ft. sheet of plate steel that is one inch thick?

3.

What is the weight of a stack of forty sheets of 16 gauge steel roof deck pieces that are
4 ft. by 8 ft. each?

4.

What is the weight of a bundle of twenty sheets of fir plywood flooring – 4 ft. by 8 ft. by ½
inch?

5.

What is the weight of fifteen sheets of ¼ inch plate glass which are 4 ft. by 7 ft. each?

6.

What is the weight of a 12 ft. by 12 ft. hardwood floor, if it is 6 inches thick?

Note: These activities require trainees to know how to use tables, how to use list headings, how
to calculate area, how to work with fractions, how to multiply decimals. These can all be
tackled via SkillBuilders (your creation or off-the-shelf). These activities are as much
about math as they are about document navigation – a typical workplace situation!
Courtesy of Sue Grecki, from the collection of workplace lessons entitled Building Workplace
Essential Skills (available from Bow Valley College).
Other lesson sources: Step Into The World of Workplace
Learning (HRDC), The Language of Documents (SkillPlan),
Document Literacy: A Guide for Workplace Trainers and
Educators (SkillPlan).
Answers to the activities:
1920 lbs.
5120 lbs.
960 lbs.
1470 lbs.
4320 lbs.

Sue Grecki making
numeracy fun for
delegates.
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SESSION 5: Vehicle Inspection & Maintenance
Presenter:

Rob Black

Overview:
Rob Black referred delegates to http://groups.msn.com/AssessmentandEvaluation/ ,
Rob’s assessment website. The site contains helpful information about effective multiple choice
design, item analysis, rubrics, taxonomies, etc.
Rob opened his presentation with the purpose of assessment – to identify the outcomes of
learning, to identify if the trainee has acquired certain skills and competencies. He stressed that
in order for assessment to be meaningful, trainers must know why they are teaching certain
skills or materials, what is the level of mastery expected, and how will success be measured.
Rob advises that trainers review their course blueprint and ask themselves: What is critical
(knowledge, definitions, understandings)? What shows competence?
Rob then spent time on multiple choice test construction. He provided clear formatting
guidelines as well as checklists for ensuring that test items and distractors are effective. For
example, items must reflect an important curricular objective; focus on a single problem; be
independent of all other items for its correct answer; and be free of cultural, gender and other
biases. Rob also explained that items must be clear and contain simple language, avoid
negatives and use correct spelling and grammatic al conventions. Distractors should be brief,
grammatically consistent with the stem, plausible and distinct from each another. Rob
cautioned: do not use “all of the above”, “none of the above”, “always”, and “never”. In
addition, avoid stating the correct answer in greater length. Distractors should be arranged in
logical order and the distribution of key distractors varied.
Rob ended his presentation with a review of clear language principles and their application to
good test construction.

Rob Black, assessment
specialist and counsellor,
researcher, consultant and
coordinator of assessment at
Bow Valley College.
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Vehicle Inspection and Maintenance

Assessment Using
Plain Language

Systematic approach
Student DEMONSTRATES new skill

Presented by Robert Black
Bow Valley College, Calgary

Student STATES understanding
Student ANSWERS objective, shortanswer questions.
http://communities.msn.ca/AssessmentandEvaluation
Plain Language Assessment

slide 4

slide 1

Learning Development

Purpose of Assessment
To identify outcomes of the learning
To identify if student has acquired
certain skills or competencies

Plain Language Assessment

Plain Language Assessment

slide 2

slide 5

What is your Teaching
Approach?

Learning Development

Informal, holistic, multidimensional,
developmental, person-directed
development

Recognize
Comprehend

Formal, systematic, with specific
outcomes

Interpret

Plain Language Assessment

Plain Language Assessment

slide 6

slide 3
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Example: Driver
Training

Learning Content
Vocabulary

What is your overall purpose?

Rules

1.

Principles

2.

Complex
Circumstance

3.
4.

Student passes Driver’s Test
Student is a “better Driver”
Student becomes a “Guerilla Driver”
Maximize the number of students taking
course

Plain Language Assessment

Plain Language Assessment

slide 7

slide 10

Assessment Blueprint

Content Matrix
Recognize Comprehend Interpret

Review your course Blueprint and ask
yourself:

Vocabulary

l What

Rules

is CRITICAL:

lKnowledge

•What shows
COMPETENCE?

lDefinitions

Principles

lUnderstandings

Complex
Circumstances

Plain Language Assessment

Plain Language Assessment

slide 8

slide 11

Course Blueprint

Assessment of Knowledge

What do you want your students to
know when they leave?
What is essential?
What is your basis for determining this?
Are you teaching to a skill level, to pass
a test, or for development, or for
interest?

Definitions, vocabulary etc.- reflect what
is expected to be learned.
You taught: Green lights indicate it is
safe to proceed.
SIMPLE test question:
Green signal lights indicate _____

More complex test question:
It is safe to proceed when…

Plain Language Assessment

Plain Language Assessment

slide 9

slide 12
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Sample Format

Assessment of Comprehension

Clear & Easy to Read

Recognizes Rules
Understands purposes of the rule
Interprets rules
You taught: Traffic stops at red signal
lights

Margins: 1.5 In

49. A red signal light indicates you should:
Indent Distractors :
0.5 In

SIMPLE test question:
When approaching a red signal light, you
should… _____
Complex (interpreting) test question:

Stem
continues on
next line,
indented :

Font: Times
12 pt

a) Proceed with caution
b) Maintain your speed
c) Prepare to stop

50. Michael hears the siren of an emergency
vehicle, and sees that he has a green light ahead.
He should:

When approaching an intersection with green signal lights, but a ll
vehicles in front are stopped, you should….
Plain Language Assessment

Plain Language Assessment

slide 13

slide 16

Definitions in Multiple-Choice
Testing

Poor Formats
47.The shortage of a product or resource is called

The WHOLE Question is called an “ITEM”
The Prime Minster of Canada is:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Ralph Klein
Jean Cretien
George Bush
Chef Boy-Ar-Dee
The correct
answer is the
“KEY”

a. mass consumption

b. planned obsolescence

c. scarcity

The line with the
question is called
the “STEM”

d. materialism

48. 21 x 10 is
1. 2.1

The choices are called
“DISTRACTORS”

2.10

3.4721

4.210

61.C(a). A man begins driving to Edmonton on Tuesday and
meets a friend after one hour. The two drive together for
two hours then stop for hamburgers for 46 minutes. They
begin again but have to drive slowly due to the blinding
snow.After an additional 4 hours they reached their
destination. How much did the second man spend, in total?

Plain Language Assessment

Plain Language Assessment

slide 14

slide 17

Basic Format

Whole Item Checklist
Pt 1

•Clear & Easy to Read

Margins: Left & Right: 1.5 inches
l

Items must reflect an important
curricular objective
The item should focus on a single
problem
The item is independent of all other
items for its correct answer

Consistent Font
l

12-pt Serif recommended (e.g. Times, Bookman, Palatino)

Item (question) number followed by two
spaces. Continues on next line indented
Distractors indented and in line.
Avoid BOLD or Italic .
Two lines between Items (questions)

The item is free of cultural, gender or other
biases
Plain Language Assessment

Plain Language Assessment

slide 18

slide 15
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Keying the Item

Whole Item Checklist

The “Key” is the correct distractor

Pt 2

Items are clear and contain simple
language
The whole item is on the page
All parts of the item have been checked
for spelling
No negatives

Vary the distribution of the key
distractor
Arrange the distractors in a logical
sequence

Plain Language Assessment

Plain Language Assessment

slide 19

slide 22

Distractor Checklist

Plain Language

Pt 1

'Twas brillig, and the slithy toves
Did gyre and gimble in the wabe:
All mimsy were the borogoves,
And the mome raths outgrabe.”

Brief and simple
Grammatically consistent with the stem
Words common to all distractors are placed
in the stem
Do not overlap
All plausible
Can include common misconceptions

Plain Language Assessment

Plain Language Assessment

slide 23

slide 20

Distractor Checklist

Sources
• “Checklist” ideas: EDUCATION 3604, EVALUATION OF LEARNING
Spring, 2001:

Pt 2

http://www.edu.uleth.ca/courses/ed3604/htwt.html

• Other: QPHELP series of articles at :

Do not use “All of the Above”
Do not use “None of the Above”

http://www.robmccormack.com/qphelp/qphowto0.htm

• Further links, Discussion Board, templates etc specific to
this presentation can be found at:
http://communities.msn.ca/AssessmentandEvaluation

Avoid stating the correct answer in greater
length
Avoid making a distractor wrong by adding a
qualifier

(You will need to create an MSN passport).

Avoid “Always” and “Never”
Use letters for distractors if the choices are
numbers
Plain Language Assessment

Plain Language Assessment

slide 24

slide 21
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SESSION 6: WES TV – Word On The Street

Starring: Brigid Hayes, National Literacy Secretariat (HRDC)
Roving Reporter (Essential Skills Television Network)

Industrial Workplace Reading, Writing and Math Assessment
Purpose of the Assessment
The Industrial Workplace Reading Writing and Math Assessment is a project of the Canadian
Manufacturers and Exporters, Manitoba Division. It was designed to assist employers in
identifying individuals who possess the reading, writing and math skills required in entry level
manufacturing and industrial occupations. Used in conjunction with other selection processes, it
can be used to identify:
• applicants who possess the required essential skills,
• otherwise suitable candidates who would benefit
from essential skills training,
• organizational essential skills training needs

Jonas Sammons

The assessment uses materials and tasks specific to entrylevel shop floor workers. As a result, it is not valid for
purposes other than those described above. For instance, it
does not address the skills required for other occupations
within the manufacturing sector, such as skilled trades,
supervisors or clerical workers. It would not be valid as an
instrument for selecting individuals for promotion within an
organization, nor should it be used to limit an employee's
access to technical training or promotion. It is an indicator
of an individual's current level of essential skills, not a
predictor of his or her ability to learn new skills.

What are Essential Skills?
The Industrial Workplace Reading, Writing and Math Assessment addresses four essential skills
that are critical for workers in entry level manufacturing and industrial occupations:
• reading text
• document use
• numeracy
• writing
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Why Essential Skills?
In general, employees with a firm foundation of literacy skills are better able to:
• learn new trades-related and technology-based skills
• avoid costly production errors caused by misunderstanding written work instructions or
by weak math skills
• adapt to changes in business strategy that require higher levels of reading and writing
skills
• follow written instructions and use reference material
• work effectively with less supervision, thus freeing supervisors to perform other tasks
• communicate more effectively
• adapt to technical change
• identify and solve problems
Sector Specific Assessment
This essential skills assessment is targeted to the skills requirements of the manufacturing
sector. Advantages over other methods of assessment:
• content is taken directly from the workplace,
• assessment items address workplace essential skills rather than academic skills,
• problem solving skills are addressed,
• a snapshot of current rather than previous skills is provided, and
• results are reported in terms of specific skills rather than grade equivalents.

ERIC and WIN
ERIC (Effective Writing in Context) and WIN (Working in Numeracy) are two workplace
essential skills programs developed by Syncrude Canada Ltd. in partnership with Keyano College
in Fort McMurray. In 1987, Syncrude recognized that to remain competitive in a global market,
they must develop and support a skilled, well-trained
workforce. In 1988, Syncrude and Keyano developed
and piloted a reading comprehension program for
Syncrude employees. When the ERIC program was
launched, it was the first workplace literacy program in
the country.
Keyano has delivered ERIC to Syncrude employees for
the past 14 years. ERIC has also been adapted to meet
the needs of business, labour groups, industry and
secondary and post-secondary institutions. Alberta
Hildy Hanson
Power; Husky Oil; Communications, Energy and
Paperworkers Union; Westwood High School; and Red
Deer College are just a few of our partners. Over 1500 people have participated in the ERIC
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program. The longevity of the program is testim ony to its quality. ERIC was awarded the
Canada Post, Flight for Freedom, Corporate Canada Literacy Award in 1994 and the Conference
Board of Canada, Large Business Literacy Initiatives Award, Provincial Award in 1999.
ERIC is a customized workplace reading program involving skill assessment and small group
instruction. It teaches strategies for effective use of workplace-specific reading skills by using
material from the workplace. Since most workplace materials are written at a grade 9 reading
level or higher, ERIC focuses on upper-level reading strategies. ERIC is an excellent program for
those who want to be more efficient and notice that reading may be slowing them down. ERIC
is also useful for those who are facing a large amount of reading, whether in their work or in
upcoming training.
In 1997, Syncrude and Keyano developed and piloted WIN (Working in Numeracy). Like ERIC,
WIN is customized to the workplace and involves a skill assessment and small group instruction.
It is an excellent refresher course in all basic math skills up to algebra. The WIN program is
context-based and focuses on process, not the “right answer”. WIN has a strong focus on
practical problem solving tips and workplace examples. Participation in both ERIC and WIN is
confidential and voluntary. (For more information on ERIC or WIN, call Hildy Hanson at 780791-4858 or e-mail eric@keyano.ca.)

Materials and Resources Developed by the Canadian Labour Congress
All of the following were funded by the National Literacy Secretariat.
Learning in Solidarity - 1998
What Unions Should Know About Getting The Money For Literacy And Basic Skills
Programs
This paper attempts to outline a philosophy for union literacy programs that are 'workercentered' and differ dramatically from employer-led programs. It highlights information for
unions in researching funding opportunities for literacy and basic skills programs.
Researched and written by John Anderson
Making It Clear - 1999
Clear Language For Union Communicators
This resource paper is about learning how to communicate clearly so that our message is easily
understood. It’s about unlearning old habits.
Researched and written by John Anderson
Learning for our Lives - 2000
A Union Guide To Worker-Centered Literacy
This guide provides labour’s perspective on literacy. It assists literacy champions and activists in
planning and implementing literacy and basic skills workplace programs.
Researched and written by Sylvia Sioufi
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Bargaining Basic Skills - 2000
What Unions Should Know About Negotiating Worker-Centered Literacy Programs
This handbook is designed to help unions negotiate language for literacy and basic skills
programs for their members.
Researched and written by Anna Larsen
Making It Clear - 2001
A Clear Language Design Screen
This screen is a quick way to check a draft design of your reports, letters, manuals or any
document.
Concept and content by Anna Larsen
Seeds for Change - 2001
A Curriculum Guide For Worker Centered Literacy
This document was created to share the collective wealth of experience of the labour
movement. It is a guide for union educators who are involved in setting up and implementing
education programs for the use of union members.
Written by Jean Connon-Unda

Irma Mohammed

TOWES — The Test of Workplace Essential Skills
TOWES is the Test of Workplace Essential Skills, an accurate measure of three basic skills that
are essential for employment: reading text, using documents and solving problems with
numbers. The skills that TOWES measures are essential because:
• they are the Velcro to which other training sticks
• they are the workplace literacy skills that form the foundation for satisfactory job
performance
• they are essential to learning new skills.
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A TOWES test is unique. It uses authentic workplace documents—such as catalogues, order
forms, labels, schematics, regulations and manuals —as the source materials for problem set
construction. There are about 20 problem sets in a pen and paper test that requires up to two
hours to complete. The test-taker assumes the role of a worker who needs to use information
embedded in documents to complete the task. Scores are referenced to the requirements of the
occupation(s) for which the test was designed.
TOWES is a versatile test that has several uses.
• For the business community, TOWES is
being used to determine training needs, to
assess job applicants, and to assist with
succession planning.
• For educators, it can be part of an initial
skills assessment or a final evaluation. It is
changing the way that educators build
workplace literacy skills curricula.
• For career counsellors, TOWES provides an
accurate assessment of skills required by
front line occupations.
Conrad Murphy

TOWES is currently being used in petroleum
production, agribusiness, transportation and surface mining. TOWES is an accurate assessment
of workplace literacy skills. TOWES is based on current Canadian research, and uses literacy
definitions and scales developed by Statistics Canada as part of the International Adult Literacy
Survey. In addition, occupational standards determined by the Essential Skills Research Project
are used as the basis for test item development. TOWES provides useful information about how
the skills of the workforce fit with job requirements. TOWES is a joint venture between Bow
Valley College and SkillPlan. Two diverse Canadian educational organizations—a public college
in Calgary and the essential skills training arm of the British Columbia Construction Industry—
entered into a joint venture with the National Literacy Secretariat to produce this new
workplace assessment tool. Both SkillPlan and Bow Valley College are national leaders in
essential skills training and development.
TOWES at a Glance
The Test of Workplace Essential Skills:
• Uses authentic workplace documents and mimics actual workplace tasks.
• Recreates workplace scenarios.
• Exists as a bank of test items that discriminate at a variety of levels.
• Is a practical, high quality assessment of skills in reading text, document use and
numeracy.
• Is a multi-purpose assessment that can be used for:
♦ counselling
♦ student diagnostic and exit
♦ credentials
♦ needs assessments
♦ program development
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•
•

♦ job applicant assessment
♦ workplace training

Is based on current Canadian literacy and occupational standards research.
Has been developed for the needs of the Canadian workplace.

Further information can be obtained from:
Bow Valley College
Conrad Murphy
Business Development Unit
332 – 6 Avenue SE ? Calgary, AB ? T2G 4S6
phone: (403) 297-4929 ? email: cmurphy@bowvalleycollege.ca
SkillPlan
Lynda Fownes
BC Construction Industry Skills Improvement Council
405 – 3701 Hastings Street ? Burnaby, BC ? V5C 2H6
phone: (604) 436-1126 ? email: lfownes@telus .net
TOWES Website: www.towes.com

Numeracy at Work & Measure Up
SkillPlan, a joint labour and management initiative of the BC construction industry, was
established as a not-for-profit society in March, 1991. The Council is the industry’s
response to an evolving workplace that requires greater reading, writing, math,
problem solving and oral communication skills. To this end, and with financial support
from Human Resources Development Canada, a number of publications and other
resources have been produced. For more information, contact SkillPlan at (604) 4361126 or e-mail info@skillplan.ca, or visit our new website coming this June at
www.skillplan.ca.
Numeracy At Work
This new resource for educators and their students is a collection of stories from
Canadian workers about how they use numeracy in
their jobs. Each chapter incorporates opportunities to
complete real- life numeracy tasks, and concludes with
suggestions for further exploration. The twenty
chapters fall into four categories of numeracy used by
HRDC in essential skills profiles: Money Math;
Scheduling, Budgeting and Accounting Math;
Measurement and Calculation Math; and Data Analysis
Math. Available in English and French, in June 2002.
Sue Grecki
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How Do Your Skills MEASURE UP?
How Do Your Skills Measure Up? is an exciting resource that allows adult learners to link their
learning to real Canadian workplaces. This web-based self -assessment and practice tool
provides more than 100 problem sets that are based on workplace documents. Users of this site
explore and select the problem sets by occupation, by type of document or by level. They then
download each problem set for ‘work on paper’, in a classroom, at an employment centre, at
work, or at home. The answers can be printed, complete with steps needed to arrive at the
answer. Each task has been placed on the 1-5 scale (most are Levels 1, 2, or 3) used by the
Essential Skills Research Project (www.hrdc-drhc.gc.ca/essentialskills). Skills are from the
domains of Reading Text, Document Use and Numeracy.
Adult learners use this tool to explore job options, practice typical tasks, make realistic career
choices and identify upgrading needs. Anyone with Internet access can locate the Measure Up
site in English or French at www.towes.com/measureup or /hauteur. To use the site
independently, the user needs basic reading and computer skills. This resource was funded by
Human Resources Development Canada and there are no fees for use. The skills developed and
assessed in How Do Your Skills Measure Up? are consistent with the skills assessed in the
formal Test of Workplace Essential Skills (TOWES).

The Real Brigid Hayes
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SESSION 7: Driving It Home (Round Tables)
Topic #1: Whom do you have to convince that Workplace Essential
Skills should be addressed in your training?
One of the most important steps in getting essential skills onto training agendas
is to identify who must be convinced and the best strategy for positioning the
issues.

Discussion: Who must be convinced?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Trainees
Other Trainers
Employers
Supervisors
Training Managers
Unions
Human Resource Personnel
Apprenticeship Boards
Trades Advisory Committees
Joint Boards

Topic #2: What specific objections may be raised to the inclusion of
Workplace Essential Skills in training agendas? What
messaging is required to overcome these objections?
Discussion Points:
Other Trainers
Other Trainers – Objections to Including Essential Skills in Training Agendas
• We are already including essential skills in our training.
• There is a lack of time – too much technical curricula to cover.
• The trainees already have essential skills so there is no need.
• It will be too much work to include essential skills in the technical training.
• We don’t know how to incorporate essential skills.
• It would mean spending lots of additional time creating new teaching materials.
• We don’t want to have to change our training programs.
• How do we convince our supervisors that these skills should be included.
• It’s not my job to teach essential skills.
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Messaging/Strategies Required to Convince Other Trainers to include Essential
Skills in Training Agendas
• Resources and assistance are available to help trainers address essential skills with trainees.
• There are essential skills experts who can help to adapt training programs to include
essential skills.
• There must be measures implemented to build capacity.
Unions
Unions – Objections to Including Essential Skills in Training Agendas
• Our union does not have the money to implement new approaches to training.
• Essential Skills are not a priority.
• We are too busy to take on new training challenges.
• We do not see the benefits of incorporating essential skills into training programs.
• Employers should be addressing essential skills.
• Members don’t want
essential skills training.
• Employers will use the
results from this kind of
training to screen
employees.
• Problems with essential
skills can become a
barrier to employee
movement.
• Essential skills can be
used to circumvent the
seniority system.

•
•
•
•

Employers may have hidden agendas when assessing essential skills proficiency.
The workloads for trainers are already heavy – this would add to their responsibilities.
Essential skills training does not work with time priorities set by the executive.
The membership will not support essential skills training.

Messaging/Strategi es Required to Convince Unions to include Essential Skills in
Training Agendas
• The employer should pay for essential skills training, or a joint approach should be
introduced. Other funding sources should also be sourced.
• IALS presentations should be made available to union executives and their members.
Essential skills should be made a part of all union organizing strategies.
• Ask for volunteers to train on work time or on their own to learn about essential skills and
how to incorporate them into training activities.
• Essential skills development should be positioned as a means of worker empowerment and
as a benefit to employers and members. This message must be actively promoted.
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• Unions have to take a lead role in this area to ensure employers don’t exploit essential skills
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

development and use it as a screening tool. Unions need to control the process and be
responsible for the results. This means taking a worker-centred approach.
Get champions to talk to unions about the benefits of addressing essential skills. This will
build trust and understanding.
Do a needs assessment to see what kinds of essential skills should be addressed and what
kinds of strategies are required.
Make essential skills training available to all members and ensure expectations are cle arly
articulated.
Essential skills training could be offered according to seniority if seniority issues emerge.
Make as much information as possible about essential skills available to all members on a
continuing basis.
Delegate responsibilities – do not leave the essential skills issue to the executive alone as
time constraints are a major problem.
Make essential skills development a negotiation issue – replacement time, scheduling for
training, distance education as an alternate form of delivery.
Negotiate training funds.

Joint Labour/Management Boards
Boards – Objections to Including Essential Skills in Training Agendas
• Introducing essential skills training requires too much time. Scope is also an issue.
• Essential skills development is not in the Board mandate.
• We never receive complaints about essential skills problems.
• The money is better spent on upper management issues and priorities.
• There is a major logistical problem to incorporating essential skills training into training
programs.
• Essential skills agendas and materials are not in place.
• Many of the workplaces are non-standard which creates challenges.
• There is a loss of productivity if time is spent on essential skills training.
• Employers only hire trained employees.
• Who will do the training – specialist contractors cost money.
• It is difficult to see the purpose of or need for essential skills training.
• Our business partners are not doing this kind of training so why should we?
• If we invest in essential skills training, our competitors will lure the trained workers away
(we will be training for other employers).
• We don’t seem to have an obvious problem in the essential skills area, so why stir up
problems?
Messaging/Strategies Required to Convince Boards to include Essential Skills in
Training Agendas
• Essential skills development must be seen as a return on investment – the building of a
skilled, productive, healthy workforce.
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• Essential skills training must be presented as a business case for investment and not as a
•
•
•
•
•

cost or expense.
Provide this kind of training to loyal employees as a reward for their efforts.
Position essential skills development as a means to a competitive edge – it engages workers
and leads to a more skilled workforce.
Needs to be an education effort to explain what essential skills are and why they must be
developed. Often essential skills issues are not identified as such due to a lack of awareness
around the entire area of essential skills.
Conduct needs assessments so there is documentation to support the need for essential
skills training.
Establish a strategic vision for “growing” essential skills development.

Trainees
Trainees – Objections to Including Essential Skills in Training Agendas
• I will not get financially rewarded for taking all of this extra training.
• I have had negative experiences in the past with essential skills training (usually in school).
• I don’t know where to get this kind of training.
• I don’t see how it is relevant to what I am doing at work.
• What recognition will I get for pursing this training? What’s in it for me?
• I just want to do my job and not be bothered with any of these extra demands.
• I really don’t care about improving my essential skills.
• Learning is hard work.
• I don’t have an essential skills problem.
• I don’t really understand what essential skills are and
how they apply to my performance at work.
• I don’t want anyone to know that I have weaknesses
in this area.
• I’m able to hold my job so why would I bother to
worry about essential skills development?
• Why do I have to prove myself? Are you saying I don’t
have basic skills? (often an angry or emotional
response)
• I don’t really want to change anything.
• I can’t afford to pay for any training courses.
• I don’t really feel confident taking training in reading or math.
Messaging/Strategies Required to Convince Trainees to Participate in Essential
Skills Training
• Stress that many aspects of essential skills training are relatively easy and do not take large
amounts of time.
• Training is flexible and tailored to the needs of the trainee.
• Costs must be low so training is affordable.
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• Take a “just in time” approach – address just what is needed so trainees see the relevance
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

of the training.
Introduce different delivery strategies including on-line approaches.
Make it relevant so trainees can see an immediate return on investment.
Present the bigger picture to trainees so they see larger scale applications of essential skills
development.
Highlight the changing requirements of the workplace and how essential skills can assist
workers to adapt.
Present statistical analyses that indicate the need for essential skills training.
Analyse the essential skills requirements of individual jobs so trainees can see how essential
skills training can be of benefit to work performance. Show future trends (the trend towards
more complexity).
Use current workers to transmit knowledge to new employees.
Demonstrate why essential skills must be constantly used and reviewed (use it or lose it).
Use trainee peer groups to market the concept of essential skills development.
Use success stories and personal testimonials.
Use a developmental approach as opposed to “deficit” model.
Send the message that “this is for everyone” including management.
Stress the confidential nature of the training and assessment.
Treat essential skills as an investment and not as a cost.
Show learners how essential skills development is part of a whole process of becoming more
skilled – it is part of a continuum.
Demonstrate that essential skills development should be seen as individuals giving back to
other individuals.
Send the message that “it is cool to learn.”

Employers/Supervisors/Managers
Employers/Supervisors/Managers – Objections to Including Essential Skills in
Training Agendas
• Essential skills development costs too much money.
• It doubles the amount of time required for
training.
• Essential skills training doesn’t fit into the
organization’s strategic plan.
• This kind of training is really not necessary.
• We already spend a lot of dollars on training
without adding yet another dimension.
• It would be very difficult to schedule essential
skills training for employees.
• Our training approach seems fine as it is – why
change now?
• We don’t need it – our employees are well trained and have never reported problems with
essential skills.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Essential skills training is non-job specific training so it is not a priority.
If we give them additional training, they will leave for other jobs and employers.
It’s cheaper to recruit employees who are already trained.
It could have a negative effect on morale to in troduce the idea that workers need training in
reading, writing and numeracy.
We don’t see the return on investment for this kind of training.
Our company is making a profit so we don’t see the need for essential skills training.

Messaging/Strategies Required to Convince Employers/Supervisors/Managers to
include Essential Skills in Training Agendas
• Unions should use essential skills as a bargaining issue.
• Essential skills development must be linked to global markets, changing technologies, and
market share .
• Rather than focusing on the cost of implementing essential skills development, the cost of
not addressing essential skills should be stressed.
• Training results must be tracked, documented and disseminated.
• Essential skills must become part of risk analy sis.
• The case for essential skills training must be positioned as a business case and in business
terms.
• Essential skills development must become a critical point rather than continue to be viewed
as a minor or peripheral issue.
• Strategies for introducin g training partnerships must be introduced.
• Replacement strategies must be addressed and solutions found.
• Experts should be contracted and more train the trainer training offered.
• Essential skills must be positioned as a “good news” issue rather than as a threat, bother or
morale deflator.

FINAL ROAD REPORT
Sue Turner, on behalf of the Western Canada Workplace Essential Skills Training Network
(WWestnet), thanked delegates for attending taking it to the street: Incorporating
Essential Skills Into Your Training Agenda. She reviewed the objectives for the event and
noted that they had been achieved. Sue also stressed that this is just the beginning; it is now
time for delegates to take the message to the street and to implement essential skills training on
the shop floor. Or, in the words of Steppenwolf:
Get your motor running
Head out on the highway
Looking for adventure
And what ever comes our way
Yeah [you] got to go make it happen
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Taking It To The Street

Organization…

Drama…

Fun…

Camaraderie…
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Workshop Evaluation
Thanks to all who gave us feedback. The results of this evaluation will help us to better
organise workshops in the future.

Start Your Engines: Welcome and Introductions
Average Evaluation Rating

•

success in terms of motivational quality (4.3)

•

success in preparing you for the event (4.4)

Comments:
“Set the stage and focussed participants”

Session 1:
An Essential Skills Drive Thru: The Issues and Their Implications
Average Evaluation Rating

•

quality of presentation (4.5)

•

usefulness to you and your organization (4.3)

Comments:
“Good context for further conference discussions”
“Good contextual presentation”

Session 2:
Putting the Pedal to the Metal: Workplace Essential Skills Familiarization
Average Evaluation Rating

•

quality of presentation (4.7)

•

usefulness to you and your organisation (4.4)

Comments:
“Very informative – great exercises and group work”
“Wonderful presentation. Great, memorable examples”
“More time for discussion would have been nice”
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Session 3:
Navigating Workplace Documents: How to Read and Use Documents
Average Evaluation Rating

•

quality of presentation (4.7)

•

usefulness to you and your organisation (4.6)

Comments:
“Sandi’s presentation was excellent but there wasn’t enough time for it”
“Superb presentation – good info very useful”
“Fun, interesting presentation”
“Sandi has a great sense of humour”

Session 4:
A Roadmap to Numeracy: Teaching Numeracy Skills in the Workplace
Average Evaluation Rating

•

quality of presentation (3.6)

•

usefulness to you and your organisation (3.8)

Comments:
“The information was interesting and important but perhaps less promotion of SkillPlan and more about
numeracy”
“Would really like less time for presentation and more time for discussion”
“Sue is an animated speaker, great to listen to – beefed up presentation materials would add to the
overall effect”
“Less ‘talking head’ and more interaction/exercises”

Session 5:
Vehicle Inspection and Maintenance: Assessment Using Plain Language
Average Evaluation Rating

•

quality of presentation (3.9)

•

usefulness to you and your organisation (4)

Comments:
“Rob Black’s presentation was very relevant and informative”
“Rob’s presentation closed some gaps for me”
“A web site with resources was a very nice touch”
“Needed more time for discussion ”
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Session 6:
WES TV Infomercials: Word on the Street
Average Evaluation Rating

•

appropriateness and effectiveness (4.6)

•

usefulness to you and your organisation (4.5)

Comments:
“What a fun format and lots of good info at the same time”
“Resources that were showcased will be very beneficial”
“Very creative way to get information across”
“Roving reporter had a great sense of humour”
“Perhaps some time for questions would have been nice”

Session 7:
Round Tables (Driving It Home): Small Group Discussions and Report
Backs
Average Evaluation Rating

•

appropriateness and effectiveness (4.3)

•

usefulness to you and your organisation (4.4)

Comments:
“More time for discussion throughout the symposium would have been helpful”
“Enjoyed the round tables although nothing too new was learned”

In General

Average Evaluation Rating

•

Welcome Reception (4.8)

•

Conference Organization (4.8)

•

Conference Facilities (4.8)

•

Conference Success (4.9)

Comments:
“Welcome reception was a great way to meet people”
“Reception is very important to start the conference with an established comfort level amongst delegates”
“Fantastic job of the organizing”
“The organizers should be congratulated”
“Great job. I am much more aware of the issues and the resources available”
“Presentations will give us tools to move forward in developing WES training for our organization”
“There are lots of trainers who wrestle with how to integrate essential skills into technical curriculum who
could benefit from a session like this”
“An inspiring and enlightening 3 days”
“Superb symposium”
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Symposium Networking List
Last Name

First

Position/Title

Organization/Business

Mailing Address

City

Prov

P. Code

Phone

Email

Armstrong

Judi

Education Rep.

CUPE

500 – 49 40 Canada Way

Burnaby

BC

V5G 4T3

604 291-1940

jarmstrong@cupe.ca

Barnstable

Karen

Training Consultant

Sask. Ag & Food

Box 82

Macoun

SK

S0C 1P0

306 634-9289

k.barn@sk.sympatico.ca

Barrett

Kerry

Secretary/Treasurer

AB Federation of Labour

# 350 – 10451 – 170 Street

Edmonton

AB

T2P 4T2

780 720-8945

kbarrett@afl.org

Baspaly

Len

Coordinator, Technical
Training

Standard Aero Ltd

33 Allen Dyne Rd

Winnipeg

MB

R3H 1A1

204 78 8-5418

len_baspaly@standardaero.ca

Bernard

Ron

Mgr. Technical
Training

Standard Aero Ltd

33 Allen Dyne Rd

Winnipeg

MB

R3H 1A1

204 788-5805

ron_bernard@standardaero.ca

Bishop

Ron

Member

CUPE Local 30

10941 – 165 Street

Edmonton

AB

T5P 3T8

780 489-1843

rabishop@telusplanet.net

Black

Rob

Coord. Careers &
Admission Assessment

Bow Valley College

332 – 6 Ave. SE

Calgary

AB

T2G 4S6

403 410-1736

rblack@bowvalleycollege.ca

Cohoon

Diane

Training Manager

Saskatchewan Tourism
Education Council

101 – 230 22nd St. E

Saskatoon

SK

S7K 0E9

306 933 5908

diane.cohoon@sasktourism.com

Comstock

William

Director, Negotiating
Services

MB Government Employees
Union

601 – 275 Broadway

Winnipeg

MB

R3C 4M6

204 982-6407

wcomstock@mgeu.mb.ca

DeWeert

William

Sr Training Consultant

AB Pacific Forest Products

PO Box 8000

Boyle

AB

T0A 0M0

780 525-8101

deweertbi@alpac.ca

Frankel

Naomi

Coordinator of
Learning programs

CUPE

Toxicology Ctre, Room 156,
U. of SK, 44 Campus Dr.

Saskatoon

SK

S7N 5B3

306 966 4881

naomi.frankel@usask.ca

Goudar

Natasha

Ready for work
coordinator

Office of Professional
Employees Union

#220 – 2445 13 Ave

Regina

SK

S4P 0W1

306 924-8300

feenicks@hotmail.com

Grant -Jury

Heather

President

Winnipeg Labour Council

504 – 275 Broadway

Winnipeg

MB

R3C 4M6

204 942 0322

hgj@mb.sympatico.ca

Grecki

Sue

Workplace Educator

SkillPlan

Ste 405 – 3701 Hastings St.

Burnaby

BC

V5C 2H6

604 436-1126

sgrecki@skillplan.ca

Grenkow

Len

HR / Instructor,
Training Dept.

Boeing Canada Technology

99 Murray Park Rd.

Winnipeg

MB

R3J 3M6

204 831 2612

len.grenkow@boeing.com

Hall

Audrey

SGEU

SIAST Kelsey Campus,
P.O.Box 1520

Saskatoon

SK

S7K 3R5

306 933 6469

halla@siast.sk.ca

Hanson

Hugh

HR / Instructor,
Training Dept.

Boeing Canada Technology

99 Murray Park Rd.

Winnipeg

MB

R3J 3M6

204 831 2620

hugh.hanson@boeing.com

Hanson

Hildy

Coordinator WES
Contract Training

Keyano College

8115 Franklin Ave.

Ft. McMurray

AB

T9H 2H7

780 791-4858

hilda.hanson@keyano.ca

Harman

Lloyd

Dir. Health, Safety &
Loss Management

AB Forest Products
Association

200 – 11 73 8 Kingsway
Ave

Edmonton

AB

T5G 0X5

780 452 2841
ext. 238

lharman@compusmart.ab.ca
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Hayes

Brigid

Program Mgr.

NLS

360 Albert Street,
Suite 1510

Ottawa

ON

K1A 0J9

613 957 9845

brigid.hayes@hrdc -drhc.gc.ca

Henderson

Janet

VP, Training Dept.

AB Food Processors Assoc.

# 210, 1935 - 32 Ave NE

Calgary

AB

T2E 7C8

403 201 1044

janet@afpa.com

Henry

Grant

Coordinator MCTP
Program

Keyano College

8115 Franklin Ave.

Ft. McMurray

AB

T9H 2H7

780 791-4951

grant.henry@keyano.ca

Hodgson

Pat

Instructor

Capilano College

1744 Fell Ave.

N. Vancouver

BC

V7P 2K6

604 983-7581

phodgson@capcollege.bc.ca

Howell

Sandi

Coord. Workplace
Essential Skills

MB Education Training &
Youth

260 – 800 Portage Ave.

Winnipeg

MB

R3G 0N4

204 945-1682

showell@gov.mb.ca

Jakobsson

Ken

Instructor

Int’l Assoc. of Heat and
Frost Asbestos Workers 118

233 East 11th Avenue

Vancouver

BC

V5T 2C4

604 877-0909

Hnf118@telus.net

Johansen

Arne

Coordinator

Ironworkers’ Local 97 Trade
Improvement

2415 Columbia Street

Vancouver

BC

V5Y 3E8

604 874-6010

arne@ironworkerslocal97.com

Johansen

Pauline

Principal

Richmond School District

4849 12 Ave

Delta

BC

V4M 2A5

604 943-2881

pauline_johansen@richmond.sd38.
bc.ca

Kirby

Judy

Membership/ Distance
Education Coordinator

UFCW 247 Training Centre

227 – 6 Street

New
Westminster

BC

V3L 3A5

604 520-7321

judith_kirby@yahoo.com

Labermeyer

Sandy

Education/Regional
Training Coordinator

UFCW 247 Training Centre

227 – 6 th Street

New
Westminster

BC

V3L 3A5

604 520-7321

joesandy@shaw.ca

Lasiuk

Gail

National Literacy
Project Reference Grp.

CUPE

1610 Grosvenor Avenue

Saskatoon

SK

S7H 2T3

306 966-6257

lasiuk@sask.usask.ca

McDonnell

Patrick

Staff Rep.

MB Government Employees
Union

601 – 275 Broadway

Winnipeg

MB

R3C 4M6

204 982-6467

pat.mcdonnell@mgeu.mb.ca

McKie

James

Industrial Trainer

Palliser Furniture

770 Pandora Ave E

Winnipeg

MB

R2C 3N1

204 988 5500

jhmckie@palliser.ca

Meickel

Marvin

Commercial Building
Inspector

City of Regina

12 Andros Bay

Regina

SK

S4R 5K6

306 543-8700

mmeickel@accesscom.ca

Murray

Debra

Mgr Learning & Dev.

SK Gaming Corporation

1880 Saskatchewan Drive

Regina

SK

S4P 0B2

306 787-2547

debbie.murray@casinoregina.com

Parkes

Janet

Education Officer

B.C. G&SEU

2994 Douglas Street

Victoria

BC

V8T 4N4

250 384-8060

janet_parkes@bcgeu.bc.ca

Pomanski

Allan

Technical Trainer

Bristol Aerospace Limited

P.O. Box 874

Winnipeg

MB

R3C 2S4

204 775 8331

apomansk@bristol.ca

Rees

Julie

Director of Education

Hospital Employees Union

5000 North Fraser Way

Burnaby

BC

V5J 5M3

604 438-5000

Jrees@heu.org

Reid

Barbara

Teacher

UFCW Training Centre

880 Portage Ave.

Winnipeg

MB

R3G 0P1

204 775-8329

bjreido@yahoo.com

Turner

Mark

President

CAW Local 1087/AFL
Education Committee

14923 – 107 Ave.

Edmonton

AB

T5P 0X8

780 454-9621
ext. 6270

mturner8@ford.com

Wiest

Ken

Assessor-Trainer

Weyerhaeuser

1714 Allbright Crescent

Prince Albert

SK

S6V 7C7

306 763-6333

kenc.wiest@sk.sympatico.ca

Wirll

Don

Trainer

SK Transportation Company

2321 Cameron St.

Regina

SK

S4T 2W2

306 585-1409

Zdrill

Leonard

Training Coordinator

Superior Essex

1397 Buffalo Place

Winnipeg

MB

R3T 1L6

204 478 3309

82

leonard_zdrill@superioressex.com
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WWestnet Members
Campbell

Lloyd

Constructability
Coordinator, Aurora 2

Syncrude Canada Ltd.

PO Bag 4023, MD A100

Ft. McMurray

AB

T9H 3H5

780 715-9540

campbell.lloyd@syncrude.c om

Despins

Rob

Director, Marketing
Systems

Standard Aerospace Ltd.

33 Allen Dyne Road

Winnipeg

MB

R3H 1A1

204 788-2772

rob_despins@standardaero.ca

Dieleman

Carolyn

Language Training
Programs

Alberta Learning

8th Floor, Commerce Place
10155 – 102 St.

Edmonton

AB

T5J 4L5

780 427-5717

carolyn.dieleman@gov.ab.ca

Huget

Stacey

Special Projects
Consultant

Literacy BC

401 – 318 Homer Street

Vancouver

BC

V6B 2V2

604 633-2161

shuget@attcanada.ca

Lippert

Jim

General Mgr

Highway Constructors Ltd

108 – 4240 Manor St.

Burnaby

BC

V5G 1B2

604 482-2030

jlippert@dccnet.com

Maruca

Greg

Union Rep/Education

AUPE

10451 – 170 Street

Edmonton

AB

T5P 4S7

780 930-3358

g.maruca@aupe.org

Mohammed

Irma

Director of Education

BC Federation of Labour

200 – 5118 Joyce Street

Vancouver

BC

V5R 4H1

604 325 5982

irma@infinet.net

Sammons

Jonas

Instructor

University of Manitoba

27 Shier Drive

Winnipeg

MB

R3R 2H2

204 895-0162

jsammons6@shaw.ca

Steel

Nancy

Workplace Learning
Services

Bow Valley College

14724 Mt. McKenzie Dr SE

Calgary

AB

T2Z 2V1

403 297-3259

nsteel@bowvalleyc.ab.ca

Torgerson

Ron

SFL WEST Program
Coordinator

SK Federation of Labour

# 200, 2445 – 13 Ave.

Regina

SK

S4P 0W1

306 924-8574

rrtorgerson@netscape.net

Turner

Sue

Mgr, Training &
Development

Boeing Canada Technology

99 Murray Park Road

Winnipeg

MB

R3J 3M6

204 831-2370

susan.turner@boeing.com

Gardner

Melissa

Symposium Organizer

3624 Logan Cr. SW

Calgary

AB

T3E 5Z5

403 246-8863

mgardner@telusplanet.net

Salt

Pat

Symposium Organizer

214 – 8 Ave NE

Calgary

AB

T2E 0P7

403 230-8265

p.salt@shaw.ca
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The Presenters
Rob Black
Rob Black has worked in the assessment area since 1977 in a variety of roles: counsellor,
researcher, consultant and coordinator of assessment. His main focus has been
assessment of learner achievement. He is very interested in how trainers can develop
assessment methods that correspond to their delivery approaches and the actual skills
being targeted. Rob has a Masters degree in Educational Psychology with a specialization
in achievement. In addition to his position at Bow Valley College as the Coordinator of
Admission Assessments, Rob consults in the area of professional competency profiling.
Sue Grecki
Sue Grecki has been a Workplace Educator and researcher with SkillPlan for the
past seven years. She was involved in Human Resources Development Canada’s
Essential Skills Research Project, conducting approximately 150 face-to-face
interviews with workers from different occupations. The information gathered
from the research has given her insight into the reading, writing, and numeracy
skills that workers use in their jobs. Her experience prior to SkillPlan includes
teaching Workplace Literacy, Adult Basic Education and English as a Second
Language. Sue believes that teaching in context and using “real” materials is key
in assisting individuals to develop essential skills in reading text, document use,
numeracy and critical thinking.
Brigid Hayes
Brigid Hayes has been a Program Manager with the National Literacy Secretariat (NLS),
Human Resources Development Canada since 1989, responsible for the NLS partnerships
with business and labour, and for workplace literacy. Prior to joining the NLS, Brigid was
Director of the Voluntary Action Directorate, Department of the Secretary of State. Before
entering the federal public service, Brigid worked for several years as a consultant in
program and policy development with clients from the criminal justice field, women’s
organizations, aboriginal organizations, aboriginal women’s organizations, and the
volunteer sector.
Sandi Howell
Sandi Howell is the Coordinator of Workplace Essential Skills for Industry Training
partnerships, Manitoba Education Training and Youth. Sandi has a background in the
development of workplace curricula and implementation of workplace training related to
essential skills and English as a Second Language. Over the last 17 years, she has
developed curricula for many sectors, most notably Aerospace and Agriculture. Sandi has
a Masters of Education in Curriculum Development. Prior to her current position, Sandi
worked for the Department of National Defence in the development of training materials,
including paper-based, web and multimedia. She is also the Coordinator of industry-based
Prior Learning Assessment.
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Stacey Huget
Stacey Huget is a private consultant who specializes in workforce skills development
projects. With a background in the private sector, she has worked closely with large and
small businesses, with the BC Federation of Labour and many of its affiliates, with the
Industry Training and Apprenticeship Commission of BC, and with educators at the K-12
and post-secondary levels to promote a strategic and inclusive approach to skills
development issues. For six years, Stacey has served as Special Projects Consultant with
Literacy BC and coordinates the BC Workforce Literacy Initiative – a series of projects
designed to raise awareness, stimulate activity, and build partnerships around workforce
literacy issues among B.C. business, labour, government, and educators.
Pat Salt
Pat Salt is a consultant and coordinates special projects at Bow Valley College (Calgary).
She has just completed a five year CIDA-funded project in Zimbabwe which focussed on
the creation of an integrated entrepreneurship training model for vocational centres, the
revision of national trade testing requirements, and the incorporation of Workplace
Essential Skills into training and assessment practices in Zimbabwe. Pat also develops and
delivers training curriculum, works as an essential skills profiler, and edits and writes
manuals. In addition, Pat coordinates WWestnet and organizes workforce literacy events.
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Sample IALS Questions
Prose Level 1

Score range: 0 to 225

Most of the tasks at this level require the reader to locate one piece of information in the
text that is identical or synonymous to the information given in the directive. If a plausible
incorrect answer is present in the text, it tends not to be near the correct information.
Tasks at this level require the reader to locate and match a single piece of information in
the text. Typically the match between the task and the text is literal, although sometimes a
low- level inference may be necessary. The text is usually brief or has organisational aids
such as paragraph headings or italics that suggest where in the text the reader should search
for the specified information. Generally, the target word or phrase appears only once in the
text.
The easiest task in Level 1 (difficulty value of 188) directs respondents to look at a
medicine label to determine the “maximum number of days you should take this
medicine." The label contains only one reference to number of days and this information is
located under the heading “DOSAGE.” The reader must go to this part of the label and
locate the phrase “not longer than 7 days.”
In Canada, 22% of adults are performing at Level 1.

MEDCO ASPIRIN

500

INDICATIONS: Headaches, muscle pains, rheumatic pains, toothaches, earaches.
RELIEVES COMMON COLD SYMPTOMS
DOSAGE: ORAL. 1 or 2 tablets every 6 hours, preferably accompanied by food, for
not longer than 7 days. Store in a cool, dry place.
CAUTION: Do not use for gastritis or peptic ulcer. Do not use if taking anticoagulant
drugs. Do not use for serious liver illness or bronchial asthma. If taken in large doses
and for an extended period, may cause harm to kidneys. Before using this
medication for chicken pox or influenza in children, consult with a doctor about
Reyes Syndrome, a rare but serious illness. During lactation and pregnancy, consult
with a doctor before using this product, especially in the last trimester of pregnancy.
If symptoms persist, or in case of an accidental overdose, consult a doctor. Keep out
of reach of children.
INGREDIENTS: Each tablet contains
500 mg acetylsalicicylic acid.
Excipient c.b.p .
1 tablet.
Reg. No. 88246

0

Made in Canada by STERLING PRODUCTS, INC.
1600 Industrial Blvd., Montreal, Quebec H9J 3P1
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Prose Level 2

Score range 226 to 275

Tasks at this level tend to require the reader to locate one or more pieces of information in the
text, but several distractors may be present, or low-level inferences may be required. Tasks at
this level also begin to ask readers to integrate two or more pieces of information, or to compare
and contrast information.
Like the tasks at Level 1, most of the tasks at Level 2 ask the reader to locate information.
However, more varied demands are placed on the reader in terms of the number of responses the
question requires, or in terms of distracting information that may be present.
A mid-range task based on an article about the impatiens plant asks the reader to identify “what
the smooth leaf and stem suggest about the plant.” The second paragraph of the article is labelled
“Appearance” and contains a sentence that states, “…stems are branched and very juicy, which
means, because of the tropical origin, that the plant is sensitive to cold.”
In Canada, 25.6% of adults are performing at Level 2.

IMPATIENS
Like many other cultured plants, impatiens plants have a long history
behind them. One of the older varieties was sure to be found on
grandmother’s windowsill. Nowadays, the hybrids are used in many
ways in the house and garden.
Origin: the ancestors of the
impatiens, Impatiens sultani and
Impatiens holstii, are probably still
to be found in the mountain
forests of tropical East Africa and
on the islands off the coast,
mainly Zanzibar. The cultivated
European plant received the
name Impatiens walleriana.
Appearance: It is a herbaceous
bushy plant with a height of 30 to
40 cm. The thick, fleshy stems are
branched and very juicy, which
means, because of the topical
origin, that the plant is sensitive to
cold. The light green or white
speckled leaves are pointed,
elliptical, and slightly indented on
the edges. The smooth leaf
surfaces and the stems indicate a
great need of water.
Bloom: The flowers, which come
in all shades of red, appear
plentifully all year long, except for

the darkest months. They grow
from “suckers” (in the stem’s
“armpit”.)
Assortment: Some are compact
and low-growing types, about 20
to 25 cm. high, suitable for
growing in pots. A variety of
hybrids can be grown in pots,
window boxes, or flower beds,
Older varieties with taller stems
add dramatic colour to flower
beds.
General care: In summer, a place
in the shade without direct
sunlight is best; in fall and spring,
half-shade is best. When placed
in a bright spot during winter, the
plant requires temperatures of at
least 20°C; in a darker spot, a
temperature of 15°C will do.
When the plant is exposed to
temperatures of 12 - 14°it loses its
leaves and won’t bloom anymore.
In wet ground, the stems will rot.
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Watering: The warmer and lighter
the plant’s location, the more
water it needs. Always use water
without a lot of minerals. It is not
known for sure whether or not the
plant needs humid air. In any
case, do not spray water directly
onto the leaves, which causes
stains.
Feeding: Feed weekly during the
growing period from March to
September.
Repotting: If necessary, repot in
the spring or in the summer in
light soil with humus (prepacked
potting soil.) It is better to throw
the old plants away and start
cultivating new ones.
Propagating: Slip or use seeds.
Seeds will germinate in ten days.
Diseases: In summer, too much
sun makes the plant woody. If the
air is too dry, small white flies or
aphids
may
appear
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Document Level 3
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Score range 276 to 325

Tasks at this level appear to be most varied. Some require the reader to make literal or
synonymous matches, but usually the matches require the reader to take conditional information
into account or to match on multiple features of information. Some tasks at this level require the
reader to integrate information from one or more displays of information. Other tasks ask the
reader to cycle through a document to provide multiple responses.

A task, falling at high end of Level 3 (321), involves the use of a quick copy printing
requisition form that might be found in the workplace. The task asks the reader to explain
whether or not the quick copy centre would make 300 copies of a statement that is 105 pages
long. In responding to this directive, the reader must determine whether conditions stated in the
question meet those provided in the guidelines to this document.
In Canada, 30% of adults are performing at Level 3.
QUICK COPY Printing Requisition
GUIDELINES: This requisition may be used to
Order materials to be printed BLACK INK only,
And in the quantities that are listed at the right.

FILL IN ALL INFORMATION REQUESTED

n SINGLE SHEET PRINTED 1 OR 2 SIDES – 2000 COPIES MAXIMUM
n MORE THAT ONE SHEET UP TO 100 PAGES – 400 COPIES MAXIMUM
OVER 100 PAGES – 200 MAXIMUM

1. PROJECT TO BE CHARGED
2. TODAY’S
DATE
3. TITLE OR
DESCRIPTION____________________________________________________
5.

4. DATE DELIVERY
REQUIRED______________________

DO NOT MARK IN SHADED BOXES

=

X
NUMBER OF
ORIGINALS
6. NUMBER OF SIDE TO BE
PRINTED (Check one box.)

NUMBER OF COPIES
TO BE PRINTED

o

1
One side

o

2
BOTH sides

7. COLOR OF PAPER (Fill
in only if WHITE white.)_______________
8. SIZE OF PAPER (Fill in
only if NOT 8 ½ x 11) _______________
9. Check any that apply:
o
COLLATE
BINDING o One staple at upper left
o Two staples in left margin
o BIND-FAST: o Black
o Brown
o 3-hole punch

TOTAL NUMBER OF
IMPRESSIONS

AUTHORIZATION AND DELIVERY
10. Project Director
(print name) _____________________________________________________
11. Requisitioner (print your
own name and phone no.)
extensior

12. Check one:
o Requisitioner will PICK UP completed job.
o Mail completed

ROOM
NO.

job to:
o Other instructions ___________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________

MAIL
STOP

13. KEEP PINK COPY at least 3
months. When requesting
information, you must refer to the
requisition number printed here?

140468
QUICK COPY REGISTRATION NUMBER
D1320-03116•000000•000000
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Quantitative Level 4

Score range 326 to 375

With one exception, the tasks at this level require the reader to perform a single arithmetic
operation where typically either the quantities or the operation are not as easily determined.
That is, for most of the tasks at this level, the question or directive does not provide a semantic
relation term such as ‘how many’ or “calculate the difference” to help the reader.
Tasks around 350 on the quantitative scale tend to require the application of a single operation
where either the quantities or the operation are not easily determined. One such task involves a
compound interest table. It directs the reader to “calculate the total amount of money you will
have if you invest $100 at a rate of 6% for ten years.” This task received a difficulty value of
348, in part because many people treated this as a document rather tha n a quantitative task and
simply looked up the amount of interest that would be earned. They likely forgot to add the
interest to their $100 investment.
In Canada, 16% of adults are performing at Level 4.

Compound Interest
Compounded Annually
Principal
$100

Period
1 day
1 week
6 mos
1 year
2 years
3 years
4 years
5 years
6 years
7 years
8 years
9 years
10 years
12 years
15 years
20 years

4%

5%

6%

7%

8%

9%

10%

12%

14%

16%

0.011
0.077
2.00
4.00
8.16
12.49
16.99
21.67
26.53
31.59
36.86
42.33
48.02
60.10
80.09
119.11

0.014
0.096
2.50
5.00
10.25
15.76
21.55
27.63
34.01
40.71
47.75
55.13
62.89
79.59
107.89
165.33

0.016
0.115
3.00
6.00
12.36
19.10
26.25
33.82
41.85
50.36
59.38
68.95
79.08
101.22
139.66
220.71

0.019
0.134
3.50
7.00
14.49
22.50
31.08
40.26
50.07
60.58
71.82
83.85
96.72
125.22
175.90
286.97

0.022
0.153
4.00
8.00
16.64
25.97
36.05
46.93
58.69
71.38
85.09
99.90
115.89
151.82
217.22
366.10

0.025
0.173
4.50
9.00
18.81
29.50
41.16
53.86
67.71
82.80
99.26
117.19
136.74
181.27
264.25
460.44

0.027
0.192
5.00
10.00
21.00
33.10
46.41
61.05
77.16
94.87
114.36
135.79
159.37
213.84
317.72
572.75

0.033
0.230
6.00
12.00
25.44
40.49
57.35
76.23
97.38
121.07
147.60
177.31
210.58
289.60
447.36
864.63

0.038
0.268
7.00
14.00
29.96
48.15
68.90
92.54
119.50
150.23
185.26
225.19
270.72
381.79
613.79
1,274.35

0.044
0.307
8.00
16.00
34.56
56.09
81.06
110.03
143.64
182.62
227.84
280.30
341.14
493.60
826.55
1,846.08
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Quantitative Level 5
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Score range: 376 to 500

These tasks require readers to perform multiple operations sequentially, and they must disembed
the features of the problem from the material provided or rely on background knowledge to
determine the quantities or operations needed.

One of the most difficult tasks on the quantitative scale (381) requires readers to look at a table
providing nutritional analysis of food and then, using the information given, determine the
percentage of calories in a Big Mac® that comes from total fat. To answer this question,
readers must first recognize that the information about total fat provided is given in grams. In
the questions, they are told that a gram of fat has 9 calories. Therefore, they must convert the
number of fat grams to calories. Then they need to calculate this number of calories as a
percentage of the total calories given for a Big Mac®. Only one other item on this scale
received a higher score.
In Canada, 4% of adults are at this level.

Saturated Fat (g)

Cholesterol (mg)

Sodium (mg)

Polyunsaturated Fat (g)

Total Fat (g)

Monounsaturated Fat (g)

Calories

102 g
116 g
166 g
194 g
206 g
219 g
215 g
141 g
187 g

255
305
410
510
320
370
500
370
415

12
15
23
28
22
24
25
14
19

30
30
34
34
35
35
42
38
39

9
13
20
28
10
14
26
18
19

5
7
11
16
5
8
16
8
9

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
6
7

3
5
8
11
4
5
9
4
4

37
50
85
115
60
75
100
50
50

490
725
645
1110
670
890
890
730
830

68 g
97 g
122 g

220
320
400

3
4
6

26
36
46

12
17
22

8
12
15

1
1.5
2

2.5
3.5
5

0
0
0

110
150
200

265 g
189 g
255 g
106 g
11 g
3g

170
50
150
30
50
15

17
4
25
2
1
1

8
6
7
4
7
0

9
2
4
1
2
1

4
1
2
0.5
1.3
0.3

1
0.4
1
0.2
0.1
0.2

4
0.6
1
0.3
0.5
0.5

111
65
78
33
0
1

400
70
230
35
140
95

Protein (g)

Serving size

Carbohydrates (g)

Nutritional Analysis

Sandwiches
Hamburger
Cheeseburger
Quarter Pounder®
Quarter Pounder® w/cheese
McLean Deluxe™
McLean Deluxe™ w/cheese
Big Mac®
Filet-O-Fish®
McChicken®

French Fries
Small French Fries
Medium French Fries
Large French Fries

Salads
Chef Salad
Garden Salad
Chunky Chicken Salad
Side Sala d
Croutons
Bacon Bits

Soft Drinks
Coca – Cola Classic®
Calories
Carbohydrates (g)
Sodium (mg)

Small
140
38
15

Medium
190
50
20

Large
260
70
25

Jumbo
380
101
40

Diet Coke®
Small
1
0.3
30

Medium
1
0.4
40

93

Large
2
0.5
60

Sprite®
Jumbo
3
0.6
80

Small
140
36
15

Medium
190
48
20

Large
260
66
25

Jumbo
380
96
40

WW
Percentage of adult population at each literacy level (prose, document and quantitative literacy
categories).
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The International Adult Literacy Survey (IALS)
The 1994 International Adult Literacy Survey (IALS) was the first multi-country and multilanguage assessment of adult literacy. Initially conducted in eight industrialized countries, the
survey's goals were to develop scales for comparisons of literacy performance among people
with a wide range of abilities, and to compare literacy across cultures and languages. Since
1994, additional countries have been surveyed, bringing the total to 20 - Australia, Belgium
(Flanders), Canada, Chile, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, Germany, Hungary, Ireland,
Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Slovenia, Sweden, Switzerland, the
United Kingdom and the United States. IALS provides the world’s first reliable and comparable
estimates of the level and distribution of literacy skills in the adult population, and offered new
insights into the factors that influence the development of adult skills at home and at work.
The survey was sponsored by the National Literacy Secretariat and the Applied Research Branch
of Human Resources Development Canada and was managed by Statistics Canada in
cooperation with the OECD, Eurostat, and UNESCO. Key support was given by the U.S.
Educational Testing Service, the U.S. National Center for Education Statistics, and survey and
educational researchers in all the participating countries.
The results of the survey shed light on the social and economic impacts of different levels of
literacy, the underlying factors which cause them and how they might be amenable to policy
intervention. IALS also dispelled the old notion that individuals are either literate or illiterate and
introduced a new concept of literacy as a continuum of skills ranging from quite limited to very
high. The IALS built on this new view of literacy, defining it as: the ability to understand
and employ printed information in daily activities, at home, at work and in the
community, to achieve one's goals and to develop one's knowledge and potential.
In order to measure proficiency levels in the processing of information, IALS examined three
literacy domains: prose, document and quantitative. For each dom ain, literacy proficiency was
measured on a scale ranging from 0 to 500. The scale was then divided into five broad literacy
levels.
Prose literacy: the knowledge and skills needed to understand and use information from texts
including editorials, news stories, poems and fiction.
Document literacy: the knowledge and skills required to locate and use information contained
in various formats, including job applications, payroll forms, transportation schedules, maps,
tables and charts.
Quantitative literacy: the knowledge and skills required to apply arithmetic operations, either
alone or sequentially, to numbers embedded in printed materials, such as balancing a
chequebook, figuring out a tip, completing an order form or determining the amount of interest
on a loan from an advertisement.
Level 1 indicates persons with very poor skills, where the individual may, for example, be
unable to determine the correct amount of medicine to give a child from information printed on
the package.
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Level 2 respondents can deal only with material that is simple, clearly laid out, and in which
the tasks involved are not too complex. It denotes a weak level of skill, but more hidden than
Level 1. It identifies people who can read, but test poorly. They may have developed coping
skills to manage everyday literacy demands, but their low level of proficiency makes it difficult
for them to face novel demands, such as learning new job skills.
Level 3 is considered a suitable minimum for coping with demands of everyday life and work in
a complex, advanced society. It denotes roughly the skill level required for successful secondary
school completion and college entry. Like higher levels, it requires the ability to integrate
several sources of information and solve more complex problems.
Levels 4 and 5 describe respondents who demonstrate command of higher-order information
processing skills.
Some of the findings:
• In Canada, 42 per cent of all adults aged 16 to 65 are at levels 1 or 2 on the prose
literacy scale, while 43 per cent are at levels 1 or 2 on the document and quantitative
scales. These individuals have literacy skills below what is considered a suitable minimum
for coping with demands of everyday life and work in a complex, advanced society. But
even in Sweden, where average literacy scores are high, 28 per cent of all adults aged 16
to 65 are at levels 1 or 2 on the prose scale.
•

23 per cent of Canadian adults are at level 4/5 on the prose literacy scale. Sweden is the
only IALS country with a larger proportion of adults at this level, at 32 per cent.

• Of the countries included in the IALS, Sweden has the highest average scores on all three
scales (from 301 to 306 points) while Chile has the lowest average scores (from 209 to
221 points).
• On the prose literacy scale, Canada ranks 5th (at 279 points) behind Sweden, Finland,
Norway and the Netherlands. The United States and the United Kingdom rank 10th and
13th respectively.
• On the document literacy scale, Canada ranks 8th (at 279 points) behind the Nordic
countries, Denmark, Germany and the Czech Republic. Australia ranks 11th on that scale
while the United States and United Kingdom are further down the list ranking 15th and
16th respectively.
• On the quantitative literacy scale, Canada ranks 9th (at 281 points), again below the
countries of Northern European and the Czech Republic. Australia and the United States
rank 12th and 13th respectively, while the United Kingdom ranks 17th.
• Overall, Canada ranks amongst the top countries on the prose scale but is in the middle
of the pack on the quantitative (numeracy) scale.
The distribution of literacy skills within countries also varies considerably (see Figure 1).
Comparing the range of scores between persons at the 5th percentile (those with low literacy
skills) with persons at the 95th percentile (those with high literacy skills) provides a measure of
the discrepancy in skills within a country. In many European countries, this discrepancy is
relatively small. For example, in Denmark the range of scores between the 5th and 95th
percentiles on the prose scale is 120 points. In the United States, the range of scores between
these percentiles is almost twice as large, at 231 points.
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In Canada, the range of scores between the 5th and 95th percentile is consistently large. On
the prose scale, the difference in literacy scores between these percentiles is 219 points - the
third largest difference of all countries included in the IALS study . This means that the
discrepancy between people with low and high literacy skills is far larger in Canada than it is in
many European countries, such as Denmark, Norway, Germany, Finland and Sweden. The same
pattern is found on the document and quantitative literacy scales. The United States, the United
Kingdom, Poland, Portugal and Slovenia are similar to Canada as the discrepancies between
people with low and high literacy skills are large in those countries as well.

Self-assessment of Literacy Skills
The survey results show that only a minority of those persons with weak literacy skills, whether
at work or at home, recognize a need to improve their levels. While it may seem that individuals
at lower levels are overrating their skills, this may not be the case. Individuals were asked to
relate their literacy skills to their job demands and IALS data show that for some individuals
these demands are low. Therefore, in these situations even low skills would be satisfactory.
Nevertheless, if only a minority with low skills see any need to improve their skills, that could
become a concern for public policy. Without awareness of the need to improve, few Canadians
will actively seek opportunities and ways to enhance their skills.

Literacy and Education
The Canadian results reveal a clear relationship between educational attainment and literacy
levels. Most adults with no secondary education are at Level 1. Among those with some
secondary education, most are at Level 2. The largest number of adults who hold a high school
diploma perform at Level 3 or lower. Adults who took an academic program have stronger
literacy skills than those who chose the vocational route. Of those who completed community
college, most have Level 3 or higher while most adults with a university degree have Level 4/5.
Among most recent school leavers, there are few individuals at Level 1, with most at Levels 2
and 3, a finding which belies any notion of widespread school failure.
Yet the connection between educational attainment and literacy levels, while strong, is not
exclusive. Many individuals — one third of the population in fact — do not fit the general
pattern. Surprisingly, one third of Canadians who have not completed secondary school reach
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Level 3 or higher while a quarter or more of those who have completed a community college
program are at the lower levels (1 or 2). In all, the literacy levels of about 20% of the Canadian
sample in IALS are lower than the model one would predict, and about 16% are higher. Clearly,
education does not "fix" a person's literacy skills for a lifetime.
Highest level of educational
attainment
No secondary education
Some secondary education
Secondary school graduate
Community college graduate
University graduate

Typical literacy pattern
Most at Level 1, particularly those who have not completed
primary school; only very few individuals at Level 4/5.
Largest number at Level 2, representation at Levels 1 and 3.
Largest number at Level 3; second largest at Level 2.
Largest number at Level 3; second largest at Level 4/5.
Largest number at Level 4/5; a handful of individuals at Level 1.

In Canada, there are consistent distribution patterns of literacy by education across the three
scales. However, this is not the case in some other countries such as Germany. The report
shows that, of those respondents with low education, a higher proportion of Canadians than
Germans perform at Level 1 on the document and quantitative scales. It is possible that this
difference is due to Germany's system of secondary vocational education which emphasizes
work experience. IALS results suggest that document and quantitative skills are particularly
important to success in the workplace. If this is the case, then young Canadian adults may be
less well prepared for work than their German counterparts. This lends support to policies
aimed at increasing Canadian secondary students' work experience through co-op programs,
apprenticeships and other school-to-work arrangements.

Literacy and Immigration
The international study released in December 1995 found that in all IALS countries a
significantly larger proportion of immigrants have Level 1 literacy skills in their new country's
language than the non-immigrant population. This is because immigrants bring different
educational experiences, and may have learned an official language only as a second or third
language, or may be less familiar than the native-born population with the dominant culture of
the country. In Canada, nearly three-quarters (74.7%) of the second-language foreign-born
have literacy levels of 2 or 1 on the document scale, compared to 40.4 per cent of the nativeborn population. On the other hand, in Canada, the proportion of immigrants with Level 4/5
skills in English or French was higher than the proportion of non-immigrant Canadians.

Literacy at work
A considerable amount of reading, writing and arithmetic occurs in the workplace. For this
reason it is a very important contributor to the maintenance and acquisition of literacy.
Unfortunately, adults with lo w skills are less likely to be labour force participants and more likely
to experience unemployment. They, therefore, find themselves at a distinct disadvantage. But
even among individuals with low skills who have employment, the opportunity to use and
expand their skills is diminished. :
The IALS developed two indices to measure engagement in reading and writing in the
workplace. In all countries, engagement in reading and writing in the workplace is lowest
among individuals with the lowest literacy skills (Level 1). In contrast, individuals with high
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literacy skills have improved employment prospects, and are often in jobs requiring more
frequent involvement in complex activities - activities that build and maintain skills. As Figure 3
shows, individuals with the highest literacy skills (Level 4/5) also have the most engagement in
reading at work. It is also interesting to note that countries with large differences in reading
and writing engagement in the workplace also have wide differences in literacy skills. In
Canada, for example, the range of literacy scores in the population is relatively large, as is the
contrast between high and low scores on the workplace reading practices index.
Literacy must be viewed as a cause and a consequence of employment success. The workplace
affords the individual an opportunity to practice literacy. Thus, an inability to find regular
employment may result in the decline of a person's skill level.
Whether literacy skills are practised in or out of the workplace, individuals with higher literacy
skills engage in literacy-related activities more frequently and in greater depth. What is
emerging is a pattern, a circle of literacy that is common to literacy practice, training and
education: skills contribute to practice by allowing individuals to succeed in situations where
opportunities for practice are possible.

Literacy and Employment
Most employment creation in OECD countries is concentrated in sectors with high knowledge
intensity. As a result, all types of skills - including literacy skills - can be expected to play an
increasingly important role in wage determination. IALS data clearly indicate that the
percentage of people with relatively high incomes increases with levels of literacy proficiency.
For example, only 24 per cent of Canadians at prose literacy level 1 are in the top 60 per cent
of wage earners, while this is the case for 69 per cent of Canadians at level 4/5 (see Figure 6).
It is generally believed that this earnings gain arises in part because people with higher skills
are more productive on the job and are therefore paid a wage premium. It also appears that in
Canada, as well as in the United Kingdom and the United States, there is a larger return to
quantitative (numeracy) skills than to prose skills.
The evidence also shows that literacy proficiency has a substantial effect on earnings in most
IALS countries when other aspects of human capital, specifically educational attainment and
experience, are taken into account. This is especially the case in Canada and Norway, where
literacy proficiency is a stronger determinant of earnings than educational attainment. Overall,
the evidence supports the notion - still rather new in the economic literature - that there is a
measurable net return to literacy skills.
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The IALS findings make it clear that it is inadvisable to set a single standard of literacy for
Canada. Any society can accommodate a range of literacy levels. Literacy skill requirements and
performance vary significantly by occupations and industries; some occupations need high level
skills and others reflect requirements for intermediate and even basic skills. For example,
clerical workers appear to function well when they tested in the middle range of the literacy
scale. Professionals, on the other hand, need the higher levels required to be "literate" at their
jobs.
A comparison of high-demand occupations to those in decline indicates that Canadian workers
in future will require high literacy skills. Industries that have experienced growth are the ones
whose employees have relatively high levels of skills; those industries in decline are
characterized by workers with lower skills.

Adults' Readiness to Learn
In the majority of countries surveyed, around 40% of the population participates in adult
education and training. In each country, however, there are still large groups that are not
involved. Even so, adult training is on the rise influenced, in part, by the job market which has
recognized the increased importance of adult education and training as an investment. In all
countries, roughly half of the participants in adult education and training attend an employersupported activity. The data shows, however, that adult education and training programmes are
less likely to involve those with low literacy skills, the very people who need them the most.
Given that literacy is a prerequisite for an adult's readiness to engage in learning, the lack of
strong literacy skills can be a critical factor that deters these adults from participating in
training. The rates of participation in adult education and training increase gradually with
increasing levels of literacy skill.
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In Conclusion
While there has been little change in the literacy profiles in Canada in the past five years, new
graduates from Canadian secondary schools since 1989 are generally more literate than the
older cohorts ahead of them. However, the report also shows that literacy skills are the product
of complex social and economic forces which go beyond the simple linkage with the educational
system. The development, maintenance and improvement of literacy skills are strongly linked to
usage. Literacy is not a skill which is learned in school and then remains consistent over the
course of a lifetime. Practice contributes to skill both through more frequent use of the skill and
through greater variety by providing opportunities to use and to expand the skill in new
situations. At the same time, skill contributes to practice by allowing individuals to enter and
succeed in situations where opportunities for practice are possible.
The IALS model provides an important framework which can help shape the public discourse
about literacy. No longer can we speak about literates versus illiterates — or haves and have
nots. We can now speak about levels of literacy with each level capable of supporting a broad
spectrum of analysis. In fact, IALS recognizes that everyone has some level of literacy skill and
proficiency. Even Level 1 is not an absence of literacy skills but is merely a lower level of skill.
If people don't use literacy skills after they have left school or college, they can lose them. The
reverse is also true: if they practise literacy or receive training, people can gain skills. These
findings reveal the importance of understanding how skill is lost or enhanced as well as the
need for policies to encourage, protect and nurture literacy outside the formal education
system.
In the end IALS demonstrates that literacy is important socially, culturally, in terms of
citizenship, and economically; it rewards those who are proficient and penalizes those who are
not. This fact is critical to the success of Canadians and of Canada as a nation.

Information courtesy of the following HRDC publications:
Reading the Future: a Portrait of Literacy in Canada (Backgrounder and Highlights)
Literacy Skills for the Knowledge Society (Backgrounder and Highlights)
Literacy in the Information Age: Final Report of the International Adult Literacy Survey ( Highlights)
(www.nald.ca/nls/ials/introduc.htm)
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The Essential Skills Research Project
In 1994, Human Resources Development Canada launched a national research study, the
Essential Skills Research Project (ESRP), to examine how the essential skills were used in
various jobs. More than 3,000 interviews have now been conducted across Canada with people
working in some 180 occupations.

Background
Earlier work in Canada, the United States, Australia and Great Britain had identified a set of
skills that were used in virtually all occupations. We call these "essential skills". One such skill
list was the Employability Skills Profile of the Conference Board of Canada. (This list also
included information on attitudes and behaviours sought by employers.)
Essential skills, such as reading, writing, numeracy, oral communication and problem solving,
are also used throughout the activities of daily life: from shopping to food preparation, from
recreational activities to community involvement.

Why do the ESRP?
Essential skills such as reading, writing and problem solving can take many forms, ranging from
simple tasks, such as filling in credit card receipts, to more complex tasks, such a s writing
scientific reports. How can we describe these differences? What do these skills look like in
different jobs? How does an individual know if they have the skills they need to do the jobs they
want to do? The ESRP tried to provide answers to these questions.

The ESRP
The ESRP developed ways to talk about these skills, adapting scales from the International
Adult Literacy Survey and the Canadian Language Benchmarks and drawing on other sources
from the United States, Australia and Great Britain. The ESRP then conducted 3,000 interviews
to provide information on what these skills looked like in a broad range of jobs. The workers
interviewed were identified by their employers as performing their job in a fully satisfactory
manner. The ESRP focused on occupations requiring a secondary school diploma or less and onthe-job training. (These occupations were identified using the National Occupational
Classification)
Additional data collection occurred, and continues, through the National Occupational Standards
program and the Interprovincial Standards (Red Seal) program. This provides information about
what these skills look like in occupations requiring higher levels of formal education.
This research is the basis for the Occupational Profiles presented on the HRDC Essential Skills
web site. It also provided the opportunity to begin collecting authentic workplace materials
(forms, charts, tables, etc.), resulting in an extensive collection of Authentic Workplace
Materials also available on the web site. (www15.hrdc -drhc.gc.ca)
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Related Activities
Other projects that have drawn on the work of the ESRP include: Applications of Working and
Learning (AWAL), the Essential Skills Portfolio Developer and the Test of Workplace Essential
Skills (TOWES)
HRDC’s Essential Skills Research has been used in a variety of ways in many different program
contexts including those listed below:
• K-12 Education Sphere (Grades 7-12)
• Counselling and Career Services
• Professional Development for Teachers
• Skills Assessment and Recording/Portfolio Development
• School to Work Transition
• Resources for Teachers
• Adult Education Sphere
• Assessment (Formal)
• Assessment (Self -assessment, setting goals)
• Resources for Teachers
• Professional Development for Teachers
• Curriculum
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